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Executive Summary
The Regional Resource Assessment (RRA) is a new, 2021 initiative based on plans and goals the region’s electric
utilities1 have publicly announced for their generation resources. The RRA aggregates these publicly announced
plans and goals and uses them to develop an indicative view of how the mix of resources across the MISO region
might evolve going forward, in order for utilities to achieve their stated objectives. The view the RRA produces is
intended to help utilities, state regulatory agencies, and MISO to better perform their roles and responsibilities to
plan and operate the region’s electrical system in a reliable, cost-effective manner. The results within this report do
not constitute a recommendation or a resource expansion plan to achieve the goals of electric utilities within
MISO. Each electric utility and its
relevant regulatory agency are
ultimately responsible for resource
adequacy and the development of
resource expansion plans.
Many of the publicly announced
utility plans and goals the RRA
utilizes focus on increasing
renewable energy and/or reducing
carbon emissions. For example, as of
October 2021, 17 of the region’s
utilities, representing approximately
80 percent of the region’s total load,
had committed to reducing their
carbon emissions by at least 80
percent (Figure 1). Other plans and
goals lay out different approaches —
such as increasing Distributed
Energy Resources (DER) and energy
efficiency programs or building new
energy-storage resources in lieu of
new generation or building
Figure 1: Utility and state clean energy goals for the MISO region,
transmission assets. While DERs are
as of October 2021
located on state-jurisdictional electric
distribution systems outside of
MISO’s functional control, they nevertheless have implications for the high-voltage grid MISO operates.2 Still other
utility plans and goals intend to keep existing fossil and nuclear resources in service or may propose to build new
gas-fired assets.

1

In the energy industry, the term “electric utility” is sometimes narrowly defined to refer only to state-regulated, vertically integrated utilities.
For the purposes of the RRA, the term is used in a broader, generic sense, encompassing other types of entities such as electric cooperatives,
public power providers, and municipally owned utilities, among others. This report uses the term “members” as a synonym for utilities.
2

MISO is working closely with states and other stakeholders on DER issues. More information is available at
https://www.misoenergy.org/stakeholder-engagement/committees/der-workshop/
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Utility plans and goals such as these are evolving rapidly and often change in response to customer needs and
advancements in technology, making both local and regional planning more complex. For example, utilities and
states may have neither full knowledge of nor visibility into how their neighbors plan to reduce their carbon
emissions or otherwise modify their resource portfolios. Consequently, a state might make long-term plans for its
energy infrastructure based on only limited information, or even an incorrect understanding of a neighboring
state’s plans. This could lead to a state becoming overly reliant on a single fuel or technology, which could make it
vulnerable to extreme weather, fuel assurance, or other reliability risks. Similarly, states and utilities that do not
fully understand their neighbors’ plans might assume they can utilize the MISO market to compensate for any
shortfalls they might experience, when in fact the market may not be able to provide an adequate supply of
needed reliability services like energy or flexibility.
The RRA is designed to address these and other challenges by compiling the numerous, disparate, and sometimes
fluid public announcements on the region’s resources and putting them in a framework that is useful for utilities
and state entities that plan generation resources in the MISO region. For example, the RRA might identify a
resource-planning trend in a part of the region that utilities and states elsewhere in the footprint may not
otherwise see.
The RRA will also help MISO evolve its markets and operations in a reliable and cost-effective manner. As such,
the RRA feeds into what MISO calls the Reliability Imperative — the shared responsibility utilities, states, and MISO
have to address the challenges the region is facing from fleet change, extreme weather events, and other factors.
More information on MISO’s response to the Reliability Imperative is available here.

Approach
The RRA models how the region’s generation fleet
could evolve over a 20-year time horizon (Figure 2)
based on MISO’s interpretation of its members'
resource planning activities. For the 2021 iteration
of the RRA, MISO did this by first building a base
model of all the resources utilities identified in
publicly announced plans within the RRA’s time
horizon. Some of these resources were identified
in Integrated Resource Plans (IRP) that some,
though not all, of the region’s utilities prepare for
their regulatory entities. The base model3 also
reflects plans and goals utilities publicly announced
via press releases, their websites, and other means
to modify their resource mix or reduce their
carbon emissions.
A large portion of the new generation capacity
Figure 2: Planning and informational processes with
MISO anticipates the region will need in 2040 is
increasing uncertainty over time
not currently identified in IRPs and other publicly
available information. This is not surprising, since not all utilities publicly announce their resource plans 20 years
into the future. To fill in this informational gap, the RRA conducts “resource assessment” modeling. This modeling
uses a wide range of assumptions to approximate the types, sizes, and in-service dates of additional resources

3

The term “base model” references the model’s starting point, which includes all existing resources and known additions and retirements.
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utilities may choose to build, based on factors such as their publicly announced plans and goals for renewables or
carbon reductions, among other things.
The Resource Assessment, combined with the base model, forms an indicative view of the resource portfolio for
the MISO region through 2040. This indicative portfolio forms the basis for two types of analyses. The first is a
Resource Adequacy analysis to consider whether the region will have sufficient generation capacity in 2040 to
meet various reliability metrics. (It is important to note the 2021 RRA modeling does not include any transmission.)
The second is a Flexibility Assessment to examine whether the region will have enough resources with fastramping capabilities to quickly inject energy into the system when weather-dependent renewables, such as wind
and solar generation, are reduced or become unavailable.

Insights
The first iteration of RRA articulates five key insights. More details are provided in the Key Insights and Findings
section (Page 8) of this report.
1.

Currently announced renewable and decarbonization goals will require nearly 140 GW of new generation,
two-thirds of which must be renewable or other non-carbon-emitting resources, by 2040. Publicly
announced generation additions account for less than half of the generating capacity needed to meet
stated decarbonization goals and assumed load. Analysis of additional capacity needed to meet regional
reserve margin requirements and decarbonization goals shows that those resources must be primarily
renewable or other non-emitting resources.

2.

Seasonal reliability contribution will become more important as the reliability risk shifts outside of summer
season and net-load peak shifts to later in the day. Depending on the generation portfolio, solar may have
a smaller reliability contribution, while wind may contribute more as the net-load peak shifts to earlier or
later in the day. Adding adequate energy storage (i.e., batteries) with longer duration may help improve
reliability contributions.

3.

The RRA shows a decline in thermal resource energy over the next 20 years, even as installed capacity of
natural gas generation in the MISO system could increase. Natural gas capacity, or a different resource
with similar attributes, is needed to meet increased flexibility requirements. The capacity factor of this
dispatchable fleet, however, is low given the need to meet decarbonization targets and given the zero or
low marginal cost of wind and solar generation.

4.

The RRA projects the amount of energy provided by renewables would surpass “inflection points” at
which certain additional complexities could emerge to cause difficulty in configuring and operating the
grid in a reliable manner. MISO’s Renewable Integration Impact Assessment (RIIA) describes new
complexities and challenges that could emerge when renewables are relied on to serve more than 30
percent of the region’s load, which the RRA indicates could happen around 2030 based on member plans
and goals. RIIA found these challenges would become even more pronounced once the renewable
penetration level exceeds 40 percent, which RRA suggests may be met or exceeded in the 2040 timeframe.

5.

The RRA will be improved over time to reflect rapidly evolving utility resource plans and decarbonization
goals. Member resource plans are changing as more aggressive decarbonization targets are adopted.
Working with stakeholders, these changes and other assessment enhancements will be made in future
versions of the report.

Planned Improvements
MISO will continually improve the RRA so it will become an increasingly valuable tool utilities, states, and MISO
itself can use to evaluate the evolution of the region’s electricity system. MISO will work with stakeholders to
2021 REGIONAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
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develop an improved process for the 2022 iteration of the RRA. While the details must still be finalized, MISO will
develop a survey to collect relevant information about member resource plans and goals. The survey will
encompass planned additions and retirements, energy efficiency and demand-side management programs,
electrification programs, and demand and energy forecasts, among other things. It will also give members an
opportunity to explain the details of complex initiatives that might otherwise be misinterpreted, such as
decarbonization and renewable-energy goals. MISO also intends to conduct additional RRA workshops with
stakeholders, as well as additional one-on-one meetings with utilities to ensure their plans and goals are accurately
represented in future iterations of the RRA.
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Introduction
The electric industry is in the midst of a dramatic transformation. In the MISO region, the generation fleet is
shifting away from large fossil-fueled power plants that typically operated around the clock towards smaller,
weather-dependent renewables such as wind and solar generators. Adjacent industries are also putting pressure
on the power sector. Electric vehicles are growing in popularity, and the residential and commercial building
sectors are increasingly using electricity for heating and cooling purposes and often insisting their energy come
from renewables. Meanwhile, these and other profound changes are taking place as extreme weather events are
becoming more frequent and severe. These events can force resources offline, skew load forecasts, and cause a
host of other problems across the region.
Adapting to these changes requires greater visibility and farther-looking information about the future composition
of the energy resources comprising the region’s bulk electric system. The RRA is designed to help provide that
visibility to utilities, states, and MISO itself.

Reliability is a Shared Responsibility
At a high level, MISO performs certain transmission-planning functions, but has no authority over where, when,
and what types of new generation is built, or to decide which existing generation assets should be retired from
service.4 Load-serving entities and state regulators, where applicable, are responsible for planning and building
generation.
In the MISO region, the responsibility for ensuring grid reliability is shared by utilities, states, federal regulators,
and MISO, each of which have designated roles to play. Utilities, often with oversight from state regulators, plan
and build the needed resources. Federal regulators establish certain parameters and goals to be met by MISO and
members. MISO exercises functional control of utility-owned assets on a regional basis, in accordance with the
provisions of its FERC-approved Tariff. By operating utility-owned assets on a regional basis, MISO generates
substantial cost savings and other reliability benefits that would not otherwise be realized.
No part of the RRA conflicts with that jurisdictional framework. The RRA seeks to bring more visibility and
stakeholder understanding to the numerous plans and goals utilities have publicly announced regarding their
resources. This includes visibility into the fuel and technology types of new generation resources, those resources’
performance-related capabilities and attributes, their locations, and their timetables for construction and in-service
dates. MISO also needs similar forward-looking visibility into resource owner retirement decisions, in accordance
with the provisions of the MISO Tariff.
The RRA seeks to identify potential gaps between the future generation fleet and the future needs of the bulk
electrical system. For example, the RRA might indicate that 20 years in the future, when a particular utility carbonreduction policy is fully implemented, part of MISO’s footprint may not have enough generation capable of
supplying energy during times of low wind and solar generation. This long-range insight, not available prior to the
RRA, provides MISO, the utilities, and the states with the visibility and information necessary to anticipate and
address potential resource gaps before they materialize.

4

Under the MISO Tariff, if MISO determines that a utility/state plan to retire a particular resource would jeopardize reliability, MISO can
temporarily prevent the resource from retiring by designating it a System Support Resource (SSR). SSR designations are rare, and MISO must
lift them once the utility/state satisfactorily address the reliability issue at hand.
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Improved Tools, Processes, and Transparent Communications Needed
While current tools and processes give MISO some visibility into member and state resource plans, each has
certain limitations. For example, the annual OMS-MISO Survey on utilities’ planned generation additions and
retirements provides region-wide and zonal information. The survey collects voluntary responses on resource
plans over the next decade but focuses primarily on the expected capacity outlook over the first five years, as
uncertainty in reporting greatly increases over the latter five years. It reflects many of the detailed and significant
fleet changes utilities and states have already announced to aggressively reduce their carbon emissions or
otherwise modernize their portfolios, but only to the extent participating MISO members include those plans in
their voluntary responses.
While the OMS-MISO Survey provides important information to support near-term Resource Adequacy
discussions, the RRA is a complementary report that paints a more granular, longer-term picture of whether the
new generation assets utilities and states may be building will provide the capabilities and attributes both at the
times and places they are needed most.
Ultimately, member-utilities and state agencies can make better-informed decisions by leveraging all available
information to better understand the near-term and longer-term outlooks across the region. They can better
assess their own plans to avoid becoming overly reliant on a single fuel type or making incorrect assumptions
about the resources and energy available from other utilities, neighboring states, or the MISO market overall,
several years into the future.

Approach and Limitations
The RRA brings together plans, policies, and goals to understand locations, timing, and the types of new resources
that may be built over a 20-year time horizon. In developing the assessment, MISO relies on the most specific data
available — for example, commitments about construction or retirement of specific units at an exact location and
date. MISO contracted services to collect relevant information from IRPs and publicly announced utility plans and
goals. MISO then refined the findings and incorporated additional publicly available utility plans for resource
additions and retirements announced after the initial research was complete. Since the RRA relied on publicly
available information on each utility’s resource plans, it did not include OMS-MISO survey results, which are
published at the zonal level.
However, especially as the survey looks further into the future, the details of how members will meet their plans
becomes less well defined. Specific resource information is not available for all utilities. Even where available, such
information can reflect different timelines among utilities and may be several years old. To address these
information gaps, the RRA model steps in to generate a plausible evolution of the resource fleet able to meet
collective plans, policies, and goals.
The RRA produces a regional indicative view by modeling how the resource mix could evolve across the 15-state
MISO planning region. Further, the information gained from RRA also improves MISO’s modeling by providing
greater visibility into future resources than is currently possible.
The RRA models will generate an indicative view that will include details such as:
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•

The fuel and technology types of new resources that may be selected in addition to announced
additions from utility Integrated Resource Plans

•

The anticipated locations, sizes, and expected capacity factors of these new resources

•

Timeframes for when these new resources may be needed

This information will enable MISO, its members, and state regulators to assess if enough resources with specific
types of attributes — such as fast-ramping capability — will be available in the locations and at the times that they
are needed. In so doing, the RRA will identify gaps between the future resource fleet and the expected needs of
the electricity system going forward. Any such gaps will be reported at a region-wide level.
The RRA is one of the many coordinated efforts MISO is undertaking in conjunction with its stakeholders to
address the urgent challenges facing the region’s electrical system. The RRA is a vital part of MISO’s response to
the Reliability Imperative — the shared responsibility MISO, utilities, and states have to address these challenges.

2021 REGIONAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
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Key Findings and Insights
The 2021 RRA articulates five key insights. MISO considers these initial insights to reflect future trends and
system needs.

Insight 1: Currently announced renewable and decarbonization goals will require nearly 140
GW of new generation, two-thirds of which must be renewable or other non-carbon-emitting
resources, by 2040
In an ideal situation, announced additions would account for all the needed generation to meet member goals and
expected load growth. However, not all MISO members publish IRPs and, among those that do, not all have a
publicly available 20-year outlook.
By 2040, about 40 percent of the capacity additions included in the assessment reflect resources specifically
identified by LSEs from publicly available information. The additional 60 percent included in the RRA was defined
using traditional expansion planning modeling of individual local
balancing authorities (LBAs). The RRA regional portfolio developed
is not a forecast or prediction, it is solely to facilitate an analysis of
the regional impact of stated member goals. Nonetheless, while it
is not yet known how LSEs will choose to meet their renewable
and decarbonization goals, it is clear that it will require significant
increase in the proportion of renewable and other non-emitting
resources. This fundamental restructuring of the regional resource
portfolio’s composition and operating characteristics must be
understood and managed.
Member publicly announced additions include 17 GW of gas-fired
resources by 2040. The modeling described above resulted in an
Figure 3: Capacity expansion over the
additional 13 GW of new gas-fired capacity added to the resource
RRA study period
mix, for a total of 30 GW by 2040. When considered with the
large existing gas-fired component of the MISO resource pool, this will also raise challenges, such as fuel security,
that are discussed in this report.
If loads increase or planned retirements accelerate, the gap between publicly available announcements and the
amount of capacity needed to achieve desired goals could increase.

Insight 2: Seasonal reliability contribution will become more important as the reliability risk
shifts outside of summer season and net-load peak shifts to later in the day
The traditional resource adequacy (RA) assessment has focused on evaluating the system’s ability to reliably supply
load in the short- to mid-term horizon and for summer peak load only. As the resource mix evolves, load patterns
change, and correlated events become more frequent, it is important to explore the long-term implications on
maintaining reliability in the MISO region.
The planning reserve margin (PRM) and effective load carrying capability (ELCC), an outcome of the probabilistic
Loss-of-Load Expectation (LOLE) assessment, are known to vary year-over-year due to the additions and
retirements of generation resources, load forecast uncertainty, and overall system performance. However, the
long-term planning processes generally assume a static annual and seasonal PRM and ELCC, over the entire
2021 REGIONAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
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planning horizon. A forward-looking RA assessment provides a path to explore the ability of the MISO system to
maintain adequate levels of reliability under different resource mix assumptions. Moving from a static PRM and
ELCC evaluation toward a dynamic approach will increase visibility and improve MISO’s ability to inform
stakeholders about potential future risks. This report highlights the importance of a forward-looking RA calibration
process and demonstrates the need to capture seasonal and annual variation of the PRM and ELCC metrics.

Insight 3: The RRA shows a decline in thermal resource energy over the next 20 years, even as
installed capacity of natural gas generation in the MISO system could increase
The RRA resource assessment indicates the capacity of the region’s gas-fired resources could increase by roughly
20 percent by 2040. But even as gas-fired capacity is shown to grow in this RRA assessment, it indicates the
amount of energy generated by gas-fired resources will decline by about 10 percent, compared to a 2021 baseline.
This translates to around a 15 percent drop in the resource assessment fleet’s capacity factor5 from 2021 to 2040.
Though the exact numbers from the 2021 resource assessment will change as input assumptions are refined, this
indicative result points to a broader trend where more dispatchable resource capacity is used to cover critical risk
hours and flexibility needs, while at the same time, the overall usage of this fleet goes down.
While natural gas was selected in the RRA resource assessment based on member plans and specific cost and
performance assumptions, system flexibility and resource adequacy will need to come from dispatchable resources
under a broad range of scenarios. The larger swings and less predictable nature of future net load (i.e., load minus
variable generation) drives the need for resources able to respond quickly, and, thereby, deliver flexibility services.
For example, RRA results suggest uncertainty from standalone solar at a six-hour ahead timeframe could become
the largest source of uncertainties where solar generation is prevalent, exceeding uncertainty from load. Similarly,
dispatchability is important for serving system load if renewable energy production drops for extended periods of
time due to weather events.
The “resource substitutability” discussion (page 38) describes ways technology advancements could offer new
options for resource planners to address resource adequacy and flexibility needs. For instance, natural gas plants
built in the near future could be equipped for eventual conversions to hydrogen. Energy storage advancements
over the last decade, lowering cost and improving performance, demonstrate ways a technology can quickly move
to scaled deployments. Though it is challenging to evaluate precisely which future resource technologies will
become viable, it is likely resource planners will have additional options from new technologies in 10 or 20 years.

Insight 4: The RRA projects the amount of energy provided by renewables would surpass
“inflection points” at which certain additional complexities could emerge to cause difficulty in
configuring and operating the grid in a reliable manner
The Renewable Integration Impact Assessment (RIIA), published by MISO in February 2021, describes a journey of
increasing system integration costs as the region transitions from today’s relatively low levels of renewable energy
resources to much higher levels. The assessment describes inflection points in complexity, as quantified by the
incremental cost needed to reach each next milestone of 10 percent increments of annual renewable energy up to
50 percent. While the RRA draws out new potential interactions within the RRA resource assessment portfolio —
such as ways certain resources affect capacity contributions of other resources — the overall Resource Adequacy
and Flexibility Insights in RIIA related to inflection points are broadly valid for the RRA results.

5

Capacity factor electricity generation is a measure (expressed as a percentage) of how often an electricity generator operates during a specific
period of time using a ratio of the actual output to the maximum possible output during that time period.
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The RRA projects renewables will supply approximately 30 percent of the region’s energy by 2030, and slightly
more than 40 percent by 2040. These penetration levels suggest the system will experience a fundamental shift,
based on RIIA findings, linked to the 30 to 40 percent range. Regional renewable generation could surpass load for
a few hours of the year, potentially resulting in high-renewable curtailment to manage subregional balancing and to
keep long-lead time resources online for managing system flexibility needs. Issues stemming from available
transfer capability, voltage management, system stability, and flexibility, among others, will need to be addressed
to protect system reliability.
RIIA results suggest system flexibility requirements change in magnitude and type. The RRA builds on RIIA’s
findings by quantifying flexibility needs connected to a future resource mix projected from utility plans and goals.
Extreme ramping and short-term uncertainties will drive needed procurement of flexibility capabilities at new
timeframes and during different times of the year, compared to today. Therefore, changes could be needed in
resource planning, operational planning, and market products.

Insight 5: The RRA will be improved over time to better reflect rapidly evolving utility resource
plans and decarbonization goals
While MISO stands behind the methodologies and the insights of this year’s RRA, MISO also expects
improvements to the assessment will be identified and implemented going forward. As such, MISO views this first
iteration of the RRA as a “beta” product that will be improved with stakeholder input.
One needed improvement MISO has already identified relates to ways publicly announced utility resource plans
and goals are identified, interpreted, and incorporated into the RRA’s base model. For this year’s RRA, with a goal
of sharing RRA inputs and assumptions with stakeholders, MISO contracted services to collect information from
publicly available sources such as IRPs and utility websites and press releases. While that process did correctly
identify some relevant utility information, it also missed and misinterpreted other data. MISO learned about these
issues by conducting one-on-one outreach with utilities prior to the RRA being published.
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Next Steps and Future Scope
As a process improvement for the next iteration of RRA, MISO will develop a survey to collect relevant information
about member resource plans and goals. The survey will encompass planned additions and retirements; energy
efficiency and demand-side management programs; electrification programs; and demand and energy forecasts,
among other things. The survey will also give members an opportunity to explain the details of complex initiatives
that might otherwise be misinterpreted, such as decarbonization and renewable-energy goals. This information will
be used to further refine and improve the models developed in this first-version RRA. MISO’s current RRA plans
include a 2022 report, and the potential for subsequent assessments.
MISO plans to have several stakeholder workshops during 2022 that will offer multiple opportunities for
stakeholder engagement and feedback. During these workshops, MISO will (1) share the survey results and discuss
2022 scope; (2) share the resource assessment; (3) share the resource adequacy results; (4) share the flexibility
needs assessment results; and (5) conclude the 2022 assessment. MISO additionally intends to have one-on-one
working sessions with its members to ensure that the modeled information accurately reflects their planning areas.
MISO recognizes input from its members is essential to develop representative views of the MISO system.
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Technical Analysis
The starting point for the RRA is a base model (Figure 4). It uses currently available public information from utilities
to create a view of how the region’s resource mix could evolve going forward.

Figure 4: RRA process overview
Because currently available public information does not account for all the new resources the region will need in
future years, the RRA conducts a second step called “Resource Assessment” modeling. This step uses computer
modeling to assess the types, sizes, and locations of additional resources utilities could build based on their policy
goals and other factors.
The combined results of the Base and Resource Assessment models are then used to conduct two types of
analyses. The first is a Resource Adequacy analysis to examine if the future generation portfolio is adequate to
meet the established LOLE requirement. The analysis will further estimate the seasonal Planning Reserve Margin
Requirement (PRMR) and the ELCC of various resource types. The second is a Flexibility Assessment to examines
whether the region will have enough resources with fast-ramping capabilities to quickly inject energy into the
system at times weather-dependent renewables, such as wind and solar, are reduced or become unavailable.
The results detailed are predicated on the assumptions as described in the Technical Appendix.
MISO contracted Applied Energy Group (AEG) to summarize MISO members’ planned supply-side resources, as
well as renewable resource and decarbonization goals. The findings from AEG were previously published. MISO
added the AEG findings into the base model. MISO then made additional updates based on news reports, error
correction, and feedback from some of MISO’s members. However, due to timing constraints, the Resource
Assessment models contain updates to resource additions and retirements beyond those reflected in the Resource
Adequacy and Flexibility Assessment work.

2021 REGIONAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
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Resource Assessment
The resource assessment focuses on evaluating the generation needs of the MISO system for the next 20 years
(through 2040), accounting for announced retirements, additions, and goals related to renewable energy and
emissions reductions. The resource assessment methodology, including detailed assumptions, is described in the
Technical Appendix section titled Resource Assessment Methodology.
As a part of MISO’s outreach efforts during this first analysis, MISO identified multiple instances where IRPs or
goals were subject to interpretation. Thus, while providing valuable insights at the regional level, findings may not
be applicable to individual members, and this report will focus solely on trends for the MISO region as a whole.
Capturing the information available in IRPs and signed generation interconnection agreements (“known plans”)
represents about 40 percent of the capacity expansion needed for the footprint. The relative mix between the
capacity from known plans and capacity identified by the resource assessment changes over the course of the
study period (Figure 5). In the five-year timeframe, the amounts added from known plans and the amount of
capacity additionally projected by the resource assessment are roughly equivalent, reflecting greater visibility into
near-term plans of MISO members. In contrast, by the end of the 20-year study period, the capacity additions shift
to be dominated by the resource assessment additions, reflecting the lack of publicly available information as to
ways MISO members intend to reach their goals in the longer term.

Added Capacity Forecast

Gap to meet
known goals

PubliclyAvailable Plans

MISO-wide

40%

60%

Figure 5: Cumulative added capacity at study milestones, using data through October 20, 2021.
The total capacity added to the system is the sum of the two panels, e.g., by 2040, 30 GW of gas
generation added from the resource assessment.
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The additional generation expansion in the resource assessment is driven by utility goals related to renewable
energy and CO2 emissions and assumed load. While the quantity of new capacity is affected by the assumed
contribution of the resource type during peak load, the predominance of renewable resources on the bottom of
Figure 6 reflects the magnitude of decarbonization targets, either from emissions reductions goals or through
renewable energy production goals. In cases where the target has been announced, but not the means of achieving
the target, the model would identify sufficient non-carbon emitting resources to meet the decarbonization target.
Of the 39 LBAs examined, only three were modeled without either a renewable energy target or an emissions
reduction target, contributing only 0.4 GW of renewable capacity. Two LBAs were modeled with renewable
energy goals but no emissions reduction goals. Ten LBAs were modeled with emissions reduction goals but no
renewable energy goals.
The model is also sensitive to the assumptions related to load and generation retirements. This analysis assumed
the loads conformed to MISO Future 1, which assumes demand and energy growth are driven by existing
economic factors and small increases in EV adoption6. The assumed retirements over the study period (Figure 6)
are also compared to the additions from known plans. Retirements assumed in this study reflect plans from utility
IRPs, public announcements, and base retirements. Base retirements make no changes to the retirement year from
the dataset used in Future 1. No age-based retirements were assumed based on fuel type, as was done in the
MISO Futures analysis. The gap between known plans and required capacity may increase if system load increases
or retirements accelerate.
Retired by 2040 (GW)

Cumulative Capacity from IRPs and Signed GIAs (GW)

Cumulative Retired Capacity (GW)

Added by 2040 (GW)

Figure 6: Comparison of retirements and additions from known plans over the study period, using data through
October 20, 2021. By 2040, 14.6 GW of gas is projected to retire and announced additions add 16.5 GW of gas,
showing a net increase of approximately 2 GW.

6

The three MISO Futures encompass scenarios that bookend the fleet resource mix over the next 20 years and are intended to be used for
several years with minimal updates. Details on the three futures are available in the MISO Futures Report, published April 2021.
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Figure 7 shows the evolution of the MISO system in terms of capacity and annual energy production over the
course of the study. Over the study horizon, the amount of coal capacity declines by 65 percent, while the amount
of renewable capacity increases to be above 45 percent of the total installed capacity. The right panel shows the
annual energy from each fuel source as a percentage of the total. Over the study horizon, a declining proportion of
the energy production comes from traditional thermal resources; even as the installed capacity of natural gas units
in the MISO system increases, the proportion of annual energy supplied by natural gas decreases. The inflection
point of 30 percent of annual energy from renewables identified from the RIIA is expected to be reached in 2030
for the MISO footprint. Renewable energy production exceeds 40 percent of annual energy by the end of the
study period.

Figure 7: Total capacity and annual energy production by fuel type at the study milestones,
calculated using data through October 20, 2021

Figure 8 provides an alternative view of the gap between known plans and the 20-year system view. The green
parts of the bars show existing resources. The orange part shows “known” resources, which include those in
publicly available IRPs, as well as those with signed Generator Interconnection Agreements (GIA). The grey part
shows the resources selected in the Resource Assessment as one option to meet company goals and assumed
loads (called “unknown”). Across all milestone years, it is seen that the amount of capacity added and the amount
of capacity retired together balance out (left panel). This aligns with the information shown at the top of Figure 6
for 2040. When viewed from the perspective of energy production, by 2040 existing resources supply
approximately 45 percent of the annual energy, while another 23 percent comes from known plans and signed GIA
units. Together, that accounts for just over 65 percent of annual energy, while the source of the remaining energy
represents an information gap that the RRA attempts to bridge through the Resource Assessment.
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Figure 8: Capacity and annual energy production by source at the study milestones,
calculated using data through October 20, 2021

CO2 emissions are projected to decrease by 50 percent from 2021 levels with available member plans and goals
and the assessment modeled expansion. Thus, a portion of the projected decrease arises from economic expansion
assumptions from the Resource Assessment and not solely from member plans. Members’ carbon reduction
trajectories were based on 2005 CO2 values per company announcements,7 with more detailed descriptions in the
Resource Assessment Modeling section. The creation of emissions trajectories showed misalignment between the
first-year values (calculated based on the stated trajectories using the EPA dataset to create a 2005 baseline) and
the first-year emissions (calculated in the resource assessment).
Figure 9 shows the projected emissions over the course of the study period, along with the limits applied to
approximate company goals. The emissions toward the end of the study period exceed the limits because not all
companies have emissions goals.

7

All companies used a baseline of 2005 for CO2 reduction trajectories except Entergy whose baseline is 2000.
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Figure 9: Emissions over the study horizon, calculated using data through October 20, 2021

Figure 10 shows renewable energy production in the MISO footprint along with the modeled renewable energy
requirements from company goals. The figure further breaks out the types of units making up each category:
existing, known plans, and additional resources that could be added according to the Resource Assessment (EGEAS
Additions). The dark green and orange parts of the bars represent existing wind and solar resources, respectively;
the lighter green, yellow, and light yellow parts represent IRPs and signed GIAs for wind, solar, and solar hybrid
resources, respectively. The grey bars are additional resources identified by the resource assessment that
contribute renewable energy. The resources identified in the resource assessment above and beyond the
renewable requirement (black line) may have been chosen for three reasons: (1) cost-effective way to meet PRM;
(2) to meet emissions goals; or (3) to lower the overall production cost over the study period. Known plans (IRPs
and signed GIAs) will meet company renewable goals through 2034, but additional expansion may be required in
later years to meet the goals. This suggests a lack of visibility into company plans in the 15-year time frame.
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Figure 10: Renewable energy production over the study horizon, calculated using data through October 20, 2021

Resource Adequacy Assessment
The RA analysis focuses on sufficiency of generation resources to meet the system demand. The RA analysis is
based on probabilistic methods and captures a wide range of system uncertainties, including correlated weather
events across multiple years, planned maintenance, site-specific renewable variability, and random forced outages.
In its current form in the RRA, RA analysis is focused solely on the MISO footprint and does not include any nonfirm imports, transmission constraints, or flow-gate constraints. Load forecast uncertainty is also neglected in this
analysis. A more detailed description of the study framework adopted in this work can be found in the Technical
Appendix
The main objective of the RA assessment was to characterize the risk profile and quantify the MISO-wide ELCC of
renewables and batteries using hourly Sequential Monte Carlo simulation. The ELCC of each technology was
calculated assuming the rest of the portfolio (including other renewables and batteries) were part of the base case.
The RA assessment was performed for the year 2040 and includes a seasonal characterization of the MISO-wide
technology-specific ELCC (average).

Characterizing the MISO-wide Risk in 2040
The MISO-wide loss of load risk profile using the Loss of Load Probability (LOLP) along with the average net load
shape in 2040 are shown in Figure 11. Figure 11 also provides a comparison of the results from RRA to the results
from the RIIA analysis. The average diurnal load used in RRA, which is taken from year 2040 of MISO Future 1, is
higher than that in the RIIA analysis. Although, the average load values vary, the average net load shape in RRA
looks similar to RIIA’s 50 percent milestone (Phase 2s/3) given the comparable amounts of solar and wind
generation. However, due to the addition of 11 GW of stand-alone batteries and 40 GW of hybrid photovoltaic
(PV) generation (which includes 19 GW of four-hour batteries) in RRA, difference between the morning and the
evening net load peaks is smaller with the RRA diurnal load compared to the RIIA analysis. The effect of smaller
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difference in the morning versus evening net load peaks, combined with the larger amount of battery generation
creates a new risk distribution and predominant risk in the nighttime when the net load is higher than during the
daytime. This shift in risk impacts the ELCC of various renewable technologies — the ELCC of utility scale wind
generation increases while that of utility scale solar generation decreases in 2040 given that the wind output is
typically higher at night while the solar output is lower. The ELCC of utility scale battery depends on the duration
and the magnitude of its output during the risk period.

Figure 11: An illustration of the shift in Loss of Load Probability (LOLP) risk profile in RRA
compared to the RIIA 50 percent milestone

Figure 12 illustrates the loss of load risk distribution broken down by season along with the average renewable
generation and net-load8 profiles in RRA. The risk is shown in terms of LOLP and represents the probability of a
shortfall event in a particular point in time (independent of the duration of the event). The seasonal risk is shown
by adjusting the seasonal LOLE to the target values, as explained in the seasonal construct portion of the Technical
Appendix of this report under the resource adequacy section. Planned maintanence scheduling and battery storage
dispatch is found to heavily impact annual and seasonal risk patterns. In this analysis, one particular planned
maintenance schedule is chosen which scheduled most planned maintenance in the spring, some maintenance in
fall and winter, and only a small amount in summer season. Planned maintenance scheduling and battery dispatch
assumptions may impact both risk distribution and the estimation of the ELCC. These factors are listed in the
Limitations of the RA Assessment Section and will be evaluated in more detail in a future iteration of this analysis.
The risk distribution in the summer season follows the net load profile and reaches a peak during the late evening
hours. The spring season also shows a risk distribution that peaks during the late evening hours extending into the
early morning and with minor risk during the daytime hours depending on generation availability. A similar risk
pattern occurs in the fall season, but the daytime risk is not as high as in the spring season. Finally, the winter
season shows a risk distribution that also follows the net peak shape, which on average, includes two net peaks

8

Net load is defined as the difference between gross load, renewables, hybrids, and batteries.
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within a day. The contribution of renewables and batteries during these risk periods is presented in the four
Seasonal ELCC Sections.

Figure 12: Seasonal diurnal gross load, net-load, wind and solar generation output as well as LOLP risk profile

ELCC as Single Technology and as Part of a Portfolio of Technologies
As observed in the RRA generation portfolio in 2040, when multiple types of renewable resources, hybrids, and
stand-alone storage are built, the question of how the ELCC method is applied for determining capacity
contribution becomes more relevant. One approach is to quantify the ELCC of each technology individually,
without including any of the other technologies, as done in MISO’s RIIA study. This approach would isolate the
effect of the technology and neglect the interactions between generation outages, load, renewable generation,
stand-alone battery storage and hybrid generation. Another approach is to quantify the ELCC of each technology
in a system which includes all the technologies in the base case as is chosen in this RRA analysis. In this approach,
the effect of the rest of the portfolio is considered when assessing the risk. More discussion on this method as well
as detailed explanation on the process used can be found in the Technical Appendix.

Seasonal ELCC of Utility-scale Solar PV in 2040
A breakdown of the fleet wide average seasonal ELCC of the utility-scale solar photo voltaics (PV) (single-axis
tracking) in the year 2040 is shown in Figure 13. The low availability of utility scale solar generation during the
shorter winter days, together with net peak load during sunset and sunrise conditions resulted in a reduced ELCC
value of solar in the winter season. The average ELCC for the other seasons is within the 24 to 33 percent range, a
result that is consistent with the findings from the 50 percent milestone in the Renewable Integration Impact
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Assessment (RIIA’s Phase 2s/3). The shifting diurnal risk from the afternoon hours towards the evening hours is
the main driver for the decreasing ELCC of the utility scale solar PV generation.

Figure 13: Fleet wide average ELCC of utility-scale solar PV

To explore this effect further, the average availability of the utility-scale solar generation during shortfall events
was analyzed. Figure 14 shows a seasonal breakdown of shortfall events (in terms of LOLP) together with the
average, minimum, and maximum solar generation during these events. The plot includes two rows of LOLP to
illustrate the risk distribution across the day before and after including solar. The Base LOLP row represents the
risk distribution when all renewables are on the system. Meanwhile, the “Without Solar LOLP” shows the risk
distribution when all renewables are on the system except the utility scale solar PV generation.

Figure 14: Average utility-scale solar PV generation during shortfall events in 2040
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The low ELCC of solar in the winter season can be visualized by looking at the distribution of LOLP during the day.
The summer months show a risk pattern that is consistent with previous work; as more solar is integrated into the
system, the LOLP shift towards the evening hours, resulting in a decreasing ELCC of solar. The shoulder seasons
have a more spread LOLP distribution. Solar helps mitigate the risk observed during daylight hours and also shifts
the risk towards evening and early morning hours.

Seasonal ELCC of Utility-scale Wind in 2040
A breakdown of the fleet wide average seasonal ELCC of the utility-scale onshore wind generation in the year
2040 is shown in Figure 15. The average seasonal ELCC is observed to be higher than the current long-term
average ELCC reported in the MISO Wind ELCC report as well as the RIIA analysis. Since the ELCC is estimated in
this analysis using a portfolio of technologies (e.g., including solar, wind, hybrids, and batteries), the effect of the
rest of the technologies in shifting the risk to the evening/nighttime is captured. As the solar generation and
batteries shift the risk towards the late evening hours, when the availability of wind is highest, the ELCC of wind is
higher.
The average availability of wind during shortfall events was analyzed (Figure 16). The average ELCC results are
based on expected values (in the statistical sense) and the average ELCC represents the long-term average of a
random variable (in this case, wind). The seasonal differences are better explained by the net peak profiles and the
average wind generation when the LOLP is the highest. One of the main observations from this work is the
similarity between the winter and summer ELCC values. In general, when looking at the average diurnal wind
generation, the output of the wind generation in the winter season is higher than during the summer season.
However, the net peak in the winter season occurs at an earlier time than the summer season. On an average, the
availability of wind generation in the early evening hours is smaller than the late evening hours. Meanwhile, the net
peak in the summer season occurs later in the evening and the LOLP spans multiple hours. The availability of wind
generation in the late evening and early morning hours is higher. Therefore, the timing of the net peak and the
highest LOLP, together with the amount of generation, or load required to be adjusted to achieve the LOLE target
provides a rationale for the ELCC of wind being comparable in the winter and summer seasons.

Figure 15. Fleet wide average ELCC of utility-scale wind
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Figure 16: An illustration of the average utility-scale wind generation during shortfall events in 2040

Seasonal ELCC of Utility-scale Hybrids in 2040
A breakdown of the fleet wide average seasonal ELCC of the utility-scale hybrid generation in the year 2040 is
shown in Figure 17. When compared with the utility scale solar PV resources, the ELCC of the utility scale hybrid
generation is higher mainly due to the pairing of the four-hour batteries with the PV solar generation. However,
the DC max capacity of the battery is only about 37 percent, while the solar PV is 87 percent of the total hybrid
unit installed capacity (ICAP). Given the small capacity of battery, the increase in ELCC is modest. The risk
distribution associated with hybrid resources was also analyzed and it is included in Figure 17. The additional hours
of generation from these resources available after sunset helps mitigate the evening risk and therefore improves
the ELCC of these resources in comparison with utility scale solar PV generation.
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Figure 17: Fleet wide average ELCC of utility-scale hybrid resources

Figure 18: An illustration of the average utility-scale hybrid net-generation during shortfall events in 2040
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Seasonal ELCC of Utility-scale Battery Storage in 2040
A breakdown of the seasonal fleet wide ELCC of utility-scale battery storge in the year 2040 is shown in Figure 19.
Although utility-scale battery storage resources have the capability to mitigate the LOLE risk, their ability to
contribute at full capacity for the duration of the shortfall event would determine the ELCC of the resource.
Figure 19 illustrates the risk profile with and without battery storage. The contribution during sunset hours in the
summer season, and during sunset and sunrise hours in the fall, spring and winter seasons, is subject to the
duration of the risk events. When the risk is concentrated in a few hours, as observed in the fall season, the energy
available from the batteries to mitigate the shortfall is sufficient. The longer duration of shortfalls in the spring and
summer seasons, results in a battery strategy that seeks to spread out the discharge across the duration of the
event. This, together with the energy-limited nature of the utility-scale battery storage resources, has a direct
impact on the ELCC. The different dispatch strategy of utility-scale battery storage resources during shortfall
events (e.g., minimize duration of shortfall event, minimize shortfall’s depth, minimize residual shortfall magnitude)
is a topic that is currently being explored to understand better its impact on the ELCC of these resources.

Figure 19: Fleet wide average ELCC of utility-scale battery storage
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Figure 20: Average utility-scale storage net-generation during shortfall events in 2040

Limitations of the RA Assessment
The limitations of this RA assessment are:
•

First and foremost, the traditional RA assessment has focused on having enough capacity to meet load
without including economic information. In the context of RRA, accounting for fuel cost, heat rates,
and other operational parameters provide additional information about the availability of resources in
advance of a shortfall event. For example, the system conditions affect the state of charge of the
utility scale hybrid and stand-alone battery storage resources before a loss-of-load event. If the
battery storage resources are not fully charged, or are providing ancillary services, their ability to
mitigate risk is reduced. This can also have an effect on the metrics and PRM results.

•

Apart from economic data for generation, battery storage dispatch, it is found that the planned
maintenance creation process can cause significant shift in risk quantification as well as seasonality.

•

This work also found that resource adequacy risk is sensitive to the dispatch capability and strategy of
battery and hybrid resources. Without perfect foresight beyond the next operating day, battery and
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hybrid resources may lead to increased resource adequacy risk. When information about the next
operating day is imperfect, the ability of storage and hybrids to mitigate a shortfall event is reduced,
resulting in a higher system wide expected unserved energy (EUE). Better foresight on the load and
renewable generation beyond the next operating day would position the state of energy-limited
resources (such as battery and hybrid generation) in advance of a potential shortfall event.
The future version of this work will explore the limitations described in this section.

Flexibility Assessment
The RRA’s Flexibility Assessment models whether the region will have enough fast-ramping resources going forward
to compensate for the variability associated with the region’s increasing reliance on weather-dependent renewables.
The RRA’s projected 2040 resource mix supports MISO’s earlier conclusions showing a trend towards growing
system uncertainty and variability.9 Historically, outages, load, wind and NSI were the largest contributors of
uncertainty and variability in managing operating margin.
In recent years, the evolution of the region’s resource portfolio has increased the complexity of managing
operating margins. Factors contributing to the increased operating complexity by driving greater variability or
uncertainty include:
More volatile demand forecasts due to changing weather and load-response patterns
More volatile generator outages especially related to aging thermal units and extreme weather events
Greater uncertainty for available energy at low margin hours as the fleet becomes weather dependent
Increased frequency and magnitude of system ramps, largely driven by growing solar PV resources
These sources of increased variability and uncertainty drive the need for greater future system flexibility. While
there is growing qualitative understanding of evolving system flexibility needs, much work remains to better grasp
the multitude of specific needs over different timescales (e.g., 15 minutes versus 30 minutes) across future
potential resource mixes so that planning processes, markets, and operations can adapt. The RRA’s flexibility needs
assessment is intended to advance MISO and stakeholder understanding of the potential needs and how one
resource mix stacks up against those needs.
The RRA flexibility needs assessment seeks to address several broad research questions on flexibility:
•

Needs: What sort of flexibility is needed to manage the RRA portfolio for year 2030 and 2040?

•

Adequacy: Will the RRA resource mix be capable of providing adequate flexibility?

•

Efficiency: Can today’s approaches efficiently procure sufficient flexibility to meet future real time
needs?

Flexibility Needs are Growing
Ramping needs could be higher in the future driven by portfolio evolution and load profile changes. The net-load
ramp needs are expected to increase in the 2030 and 2040 futures at all timescales in the MISO footprint (Figure
21), particularly for the evening up-ramps.

9

MISO, Aligning Resource Availability and Need, Changing Reliability Requirements for an Evolving Fleet, August 2020. Available at:
https://cdn.misoenergy.org/20200824%20Aligning%20RAN%20-%20Reliability%20Requirements470050.pdf
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Figure 21. Systemwide net-load ramping for 30-min and 1-hr
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The increased ramping needs are mainly driven by increased solar in the RRA’s model (Figure 22).

Figure 22: Average ramps (up and down directions)

The average 15-minute up-ramps could increase by 14 percent from 2018 to 2030 and by 50 percent from 2018
to 2040.
Net-load ramping needs could have different seasonal and diurnal patterns in the future. The ‘duck-curve’ will be
observed in winter months by 2030; and will become deeper by 2040 (Figure 23). Summer months will exhibit a
relatively smoother net load increase over the day.

Figure 23: Systemwide hourly average net load (excluding hybrids)

The worst 10-percentile of 15 minute up-ramps will shift from summer today to the winter in 2030 (Figure 24).
From 2030 to 2040 the overall pattern will remain the same, but the worst 10-percentile of net-load ramp needs
could almost double.
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Figure 24: Worst 10-percentile of ramp ups

Growing Future Short-term Uncertainty Contribute to Growing Flexibility Needs
Short-term uncertainties for load, wind and solar will increase in total size from today to 2030 and 2040. For
example, the top 5 percent of six-hour ahead wind over-forecast has increased from 1.1 GW in 2017 to around 1.5
GW in 2020. This could grow to around 2 to 3 GW in 2030 and2040, even with improvement of wind forecasting
accuracy (Figure 25). Also, uncertainty from standalone solar at six-hour ahead timeframe could become the
largest source of uncertainties where solar compromises a significant portion of the resource mix where solar
comprises a significant portion of the resource mix, exceeding uncertainty from load.

Figure 25: 95 percentile of six-hour ahead wind over-forecast

Extreme net-load uncertainties increase in magnitude and frequency at all timeframes due to joint impact of
several uncertainties (Figure 26). In 2030 and 2040, where wind predominates, wind uncertainty will add to load
uncertainty roughly 80 percent of the hours, as compared to 65 percent in 2018 as shown in (Figure 26).
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Arrow A shows an increase in magnitude. For 20 percent of the time, the Net-Load uncertainty exceeds: 1,500 MW in 2018, 2,000 MW in
2030, and 2,200 MW in 2040. Arrow B shows an increase in frequency. The Net-Load uncertainty exceeds 2,000MW for: 10 percent of the
time in 2018, 20 percent in 2030, and 25 percent in 2040.

Figure 26: Net-load uncertainty increases in magnitude and frequency

Figure 27: 6-hour ahead load uncertainty versus wind uncertainty
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Analysis of the combined impact of variability and uncertainty indicated extreme high flexibility needs could
happen in non-summer seasons in 2040. Figure 28 presents the potential flexibility stress points identified for the
MISO region in each season for all weather-year (2014 to 2018). Potential stressed points are identified by
relatively high variability and uncertainty, which show up in Winter and Spring/Fall.

Figure 28: Space of post-hybrid variability and uncertainty for the MISO system in Year 2040

Flexibility Adequacy Requires Further Exploration
Initial analysis of the 2030 and 2040 portfolios indicates limited to no hourly or sub-hourly flexibility adequacy
issues at the system-wide level, attributable to variability (assuming perfect foresight). The RRA assessed fiveminute LOLE—Flexibility Deficit (LOLE-FD) and EUE—Flexibility Deficit (EUE-FD) as well as traditional LOLE and
EUE. Economic unit commitment and dispatch calculations in SERVM produced LOLE-FD and LOLE values and
similar EUE-FD and EUE values. Further study is needed to assess the impact of growing uncertainty, as noted
above, on flexibility shortage. Future iterations of RRA will incorporate the assessment of short-term uncertainty
on flexibility needs via calculations of LOLE-FD, EUE-FD and Loss-of-Load Hours—Flexibility Deficit (LOLH-FD). In
addition, initial sub-regional analysis (i.e., including Regional Directional Transfer limit into sub-hourly LOLE) shows
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some higher value of LOLE-FD and EUE-FD
compared to system-wide result, re-affirming
the needs to potentially monitor flexibility
risks on sub-regional basis or even more
granularity from long-term planning view.
Further, initial market simulation indicates
that the hourly intervals may not capture
efficiently the sub-hourly flexibility needs in
real time if market practices stay the same.
The study of about 70 sample days indicates
potential flexibility deficit risks in nonsummer seasons when capacity is not an
issue, with refined Ramp Capability and a
static 3.6 GW of Short-Term Reserve (STR)
requirement. A sample day is shown in Figure
29. But The risks could be mitigated by
enhanced or new market products, better
planned outages, or a combination of both.

New Flexibility Metrics are Proposed in the RRA
•

Loss-of-Load Expectation due to flexibility deficit
(LOLE-FD): a count of the number of events that are
caused by unmet flexibility system needs.

•

Loss-of-Load Hours due to flexibility deficit (LOLHFD): the number of hours that a loss of load occurs due
to unmet flexibility system needs.

•

Loss-of-Load Probability due to flexibility deficit
(LOLP-FD): the likelihood of loss of load over a given
time period due to unmet flexibility system needs.

•

Expected unserved energy due to flexibility deficit
(EUE-FD): the amount of unserved energy (MWh)
expected for a given timeframe.

For example, dynamic reserves that vary requirements by season, hour of the day, or under normal versus extreme
conditions could be valuable. The testing confirmed that 15 to 20 GW of reserves are able to manage the few days
with extreme variability and uncertainties while 3.6 GW of STR is sufficient for most sample days. Out-of-market
commitment is also a realistic but sub-optimal action. Further, improved planned outages schedules could help
reduce risk, as the identified flexibility risks in this result is associated with a 5-10 GW gas generation planned
outage assumption. Further improvements in forecasting and operational tools can also aid uncertainty
management.

Figure 29: Sample winter day with 3.6 GW short-term reserve requirement
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The flexibility study via market simulation for future RRA iterations should also pay attention to the reliability
impact of solar eclipses. This iteration of RRA focuses on 2030 and 2040 while the next three total eclipse will
occur in 2024, 2033 and 2044. Historical observations indicate huge ramp percentage from solar production
(Figure 30) and it will be worthwhile to study and prepare for such events when solar penetration is high in future.

Figure 30: Ramping associated with solar production changes
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Discussion of Broader Regional Resource
Assessment Implications
RRA builds upon MISO’s body of knowledge and future iterations will be regularly updated and refined as member
and state plans, and the energy landscape, evolve. In addition to assessing MISO member and state plans, RRA
leverages insights from several other work efforts underway at MISO and in the industry to collect important data
and insights that must also be considered.

Extreme Weather Events
Extreme weather events have become more frequent and severe in recent years, causing greater uncertainty in
load and variable resource production, as well as posing risks to generator fuel supply and operation. As a result,
extreme weather could potentially contribute to the increasing number of low-margin (i.e., high-risk) hours.
Historically, MISO has been a summer-peaking system and most maximum generation events, while typically
viewed as independent of weather, have occurred when the system was at its highest level of stress. Over the past
few years, MISO has seen the number of maximum generation events not only increase in absolute terms but also
shift in the times of year when those events occur. That is, MISO has seen numerous maximum generation events
occur in the winter and shoulder seasons in addition to the more-common summer timeframe.
The combination of intensifying weather trends and the future resource mix considered by the RRA mean that
tight operating conditions are becoming a year-round, not just summer, occurrence. For example, during the
February 2021 Arctic event, one of the most extreme temperature weather events in the last 30 years, generatorforced outages contributed to reliability issues. 10 Extreme, unexpected weather patterns also pose challenges for
planning outages (see the Resource Adequacy Assessment section of this report), especially as the operating
margin shrinks across many hours of the year.
MISO actively engages with its generation operators to better understand and mitigate potential impacts of
extreme weather. MISO conducts regular teleconferences with gas pipeline operators to understand the state and
availability of the gas delivery system for generators in the MISO footprint. Additionally, MISO conducts annual
winter fuel and winterization surveys with its generators to better understand their ability to operate during winter
extreme weather events. Finally, MISO continues to work with industry groups such as NERC and the Eastern
Interconnection Planning Collaborative (EIPC) to inform, develop, and measure the effectiveness of extreme
weather guidelines and reliability standards.
In the future, MISO and its members need to collaborate to assess and establish generator winterization criteria,
consistent with applicable NERC standards. Further, MISO and members could partner with the broader industry
to consider seasonal-specific load reduction protocols to better address emergencies. Separately, increasing
transfer capabilities through long-range transmission planning activities can help support the system during
extreme events. Implementing MISO’s proposed seasonal resource adequacy constructs and refined accreditation
practices could support availability of resources during the critical risk hours that stem from these types of events.

10

MISO, The February Arctic Event, February 14-18, 2021, Event details, lessons learned and implications for MISO’s reliability imperative.
Available at: https://cdn.misoenergy.org/2021%20Arctic%20Event%20Report554429.pdf
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Fuel Assurance
The RRA projects a significant amount of natural gas generation resource types in 2030 and 2040 at lower
utilization rates compared to today. Setting aside the financial viability implications from lower utilization, MISO
could rely heavily on these resources during times of low renewable energy production, potentially coinciding with
extreme weather events. The uninterrupted supply of natural gas to the future gas generation fleet is of utmost
importance to safeguard system reliability.
During normal system operation, it is assumed that a generator will have sufficient fuel. However, there are times
when this assumption fails, especially during winter extreme weather events. For example, during the 2014 and
2019 polar vortex events, MISO saw significant amounts of generator outages due to the unavailability of fuel
across multiple generation technologies. Some coal-fired generation was unavailable because their coal inventories
were frozen solid.11 Gas-fired generation was unavailable because there was not enough gas in some regions to
ensure the uninterrupted service to both residential heating load and electric generation. Wind output was also
limited because of lack of wind and, in some cases, mechanical limitations that prevent wind generators from
operating in extremely cold temperatures. Similarly, many gas generators experienced fuel shortages during the
2021 Arctic event.
MISO is devoting significant resources to better understand how fuel availability can adversely impact operations
and how to improve its fuel assurance posture. The most pressing issues appear in the combined gas-electric
sector. Gas availability will be critical to the region’s ability to accommodate the level of planned growth of variable
wind and solar resources.
MISO, through its participation in the NERC Electric-Gas Working Group and the EIPC Electric-Gas Task Force, is
exploring different ways to improve fuel availability for gas-fired generation. Additionally, a significant amount of
work is being done on the regulatory front. FERC has recently accepted changes to multiple NERC reliability
standards dealing with the winterization of generating facilities and improved training for plant operators.
Future disruptions to the coal supply chain could also impact generator availability. Obstacles the coal supply
industry faces include future market uncertainty, limited access to capital, and labor shortages. These factors and
others are contributing to U.S. mining companies’ largely flat production in the face of more coal demand and
higher natural gas prices. Sudden increases in coal demand, especially those caused by higher natural gas prices,
can challenge the coal supply chain for short periods of time and could affect generator availability.
The 2040 RRA coal and natural gas generation fleets outlined in the resource assessment study results section
above should be viewed in the context of significant uncertainty surrounding ongoing and future fuel availability
and pricing.

Blackstart Capabilities
The ability to restore the electric system after a major reliability event, such as forced outages due to extreme
weather, is a key feature of a reliable and resilient electric grid. Typically, a non-operating power station can use
electricity from the grid to provide the power needed to restart the computer systems, generators, and other
equipment needed to operate. However, if the power station is unable to get electricity from the power grid, such
as in the event of damaged transmission lines, it must have an alternative method for restarting.
MISO and its members currently maintain robust blackstart plans to meet this need. The changing resource mix
projected in RRA, however, will affect the types and characteristics of resources potentially available for blackstart.

11

MISO, 2018-2019 Winter Assessment Report, April 2019, Figure IV-2.3 Generation Outages during the Polar Vortex 2019. Available at:
https://cdn.misoenergy.org/2018-2019%20Winter%20Assessment%20Report352719.pdf
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In addition to having the right types of resources, having available blackstart resources in the right locations is
important for carrying out blackstart restoration plans.
In May 2018, NERC and FERC issued a joint report examining the availability of blackstart resources 12. While the
report concluded that blackstart resources are sufficient, it notes that some participants have experienced a
decrease in the availability of blackstart resources due to retirement of blackstart-capable units over the past
decade. The trend of reduced blackstart resource availability is expected to be exacerbated with the transition to a
resource mix with significant inverter-based generation, as projected by the RRA resource expansion in 2040.
Researchers are actively investigating how inverter-based resources might support system blackstart needs in the
future.13,14
As the projected generation resource mix continues to evolve, MISO members will still need to ensure blackstart
resources are built at the right time and location.

Transmission Implications on Deliverability of Resources
Generation is only useful if it can be delivered to where it is needed, when it is needed. While the RRA examines
what generation is available, it is equally important to ensure that the transmission system can accommodate the
generation fleet as it exists today and how it is expected to exist in the future. If the generation fleet continues to
evolve from predominately thermal generating units to predominately renewable generating units, MISO’s
transmission system will also have to evolve. The Long-Range Transmission Planning (LRTP) process is the
mechanism that MISO is using to conduct a detailed investigation to anticipate the best and most likely geographic
areas to locate renewable generators and what network upgrades may be necessary to facilitate the injection and
delivery of energy from these renewable generators. In the future, it is likely that the RRA process and the LRTP
process, while independent of each other, will inform each other as new information is gathered and developed
through their respective study processes. In this way, MISO should be able to provide future generation
development insights to members while ensuring transmission system reliability.

Inverter-based Resources: Changing Generation Attributes
The RRA’s projected future resource mix has much more inverter-based resources (IBR), such as solar and hybrid
units and most modern wind units, when compared to today’s system. While traditional generators manage
electrical frequency through the changing speed of the generator turbines, which are inherently stable due to large
rotating mass, inverter-based resources manage frequency electronically.
Several system issues could emerge from using current state-of-the-art IBR technology in “weak grid” areas or
pockets of very high IBR penetration. Certain system operational considerations — namely system stability and
protection — become more challenging without changes to IBR controls or general protection philosophies. The
rotating machines underlying existing thermal generation units offer valuable system attributes (e.g., inertial
response, high fault current) that require careful consideration as to how they will be replaced with new resources
and how to ensure they will be available when and where needed.

12

FERC and NERC, Report on the FERC-NERC-Regional Entity Joint Review of Restoration and Recovery Plans, Recommended Study:
Blackstart Resources Availability (BRAv), May 2018. Available at: https://www.ferc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-05/bsr-report.pdf

13

NREL, Blackstart of Power Grids with Inverter-Based Resources, February 2020. Available at:
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/75327.pdf

14

A. Roscoe, P. Brogan, D. Elliott, T. Knueppel, I. Gutierrez, J-C. Perez Campion, R. Da Silva, Practical Experience of Operating a Grid Forming
Wind Park and its Response to System Events, 18th Wind Integration Workshop, Dublin, Ireland, October 16 - 18, 2019. Available at:
https://knowledge.rtds.com/hc/enus/article_attachments/1500001877941/Practical_Experience_of_Operating_a_Grid_Forming_Wind_Park_and_its_Response_to_System_Eve
nts.pdf
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At the same time, these IBRs can exhibit more flexible, faster-acting behavior compared to traditional resources.
When coupled with energy storage technology, start-up and shut-down times of IBRs are essentially
instantaneous, and represent little or no economic cost, while ramping rate capabilities are increased. These are all
desirable flexibility attributes of a future generation fleet in the face of increasing uncertainty and variability.
The industry has an advanced understanding of current challenges of a system with a high deployment of today’s
IBR technology, including MISO’s contribution through the RIIA. 15 The RIIA identified dynamic stability issues
increasing sharply beyond 20 percent renewable penetration levels, which is exceeded by the RRA projected
resource mix. Transient voltage stability for weak grid areas was identified as the highest ranked impact, expected
to occur around 20 percent renewable penetration.
Researchers and industry experts have started to devote more resources to defining and standardizing solutions to
system integration challenges associated with today’s IBR technology. The draft IBR transmission interconnection
and interoperability standard, IEEE P2800, is expected to raise the bar on minimum performance requirements,
though utilization of these capabilities is left to transmission owners and entities responsible for reliability. The
future standard is anticipated to include specifications for current injection during ride-through to support voltage
stability as well as primary and secondary frequency response to help address concerns with decreasing system
inertia. With an aim to accelerate the capabilities of future IBRs, in late 2020 the U.S. Department of Energy
announced $45 million in funding for efforts to integrate IBRs in ways that contribute to the electric grid’s
reliability and resilience, including a new consortium tasked with developing the necessary control technologies.
MISO is actively participating in or closely following industry activities surrounding IBR advancements. 16

Resource Substitutability
The RRA is a long-range study and being such cannot evaluate the maturity of emerging technology or its
associated cost. Given current plans and technology costs, it’s reasonable to assume certain resources will make up
a sizeable portion of the 2040 resource mix additions (e.g., solar PV as a likely renewable resource, or gas as a
high-availability and flexibility resource). At the same time, taking the perspective of the generation and storage
technology resource maturity and costs 20 years ago compared to today, there’s a large degree of uncertainty
associated with specific technology learning curves.
Hydrogen generation, for instance, could act as a substitution for a portion of what’s projected to be gas-fired
generation in 2040. Given the potential for technology cost reduction and emissions profiles of hydrogen
generation, considering state and utility goals, hydrogen may be part of the resource portfolio towards the 2040
timeframe.
Similarly, rapid advancements in energy storage technologies are expected to continue, potentially accelerating in
coming years. Great River Energy’s 2020 announcement to partner with Form Energy on an innovative, longduration battery storage project is an example of fundamental technology shifts being piloted in the energy
storage industry.17 Attributes of long-duration storage could support some of the dispatchable, firm attributes
needed to support reliability, largely provided by gas-fired generation in the 2040 RRA.

15

MISO, MISO’s Renewable Integration Impact Assessment (RIIA), Summary Report, February 2021. Available at:
https://cdn.misoenergy.org/RIIA%20Summary%20Report520051.pdf

16

US. DOE, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, Solar Energy Technologies Office Fiscal Year 2021 System Integration and
Hardware Incubator Funding Program, Accessed on 10/6/21. Available at: https://www.energy.gov/eere/solar/solar-energy-technologiesoffice-fiscal-year-2021-systems-integration-and-hardware

17

Great River Energy, Long-duration battery project in the works, June 17, 2020. Accessed on 10/6/21. Available at:
https://greatriverenergy.com/long-duration-battery-project-in-the-works/
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Resource Mix Sensitivities
Available generation technologies offer a range of resource attributes, often with different contributions to system
capacity, energy, and operational needs.
MISO’s RIIA analysis showed the capacity calculation of a particular energy-limited resource type is materially
impacted by the overall resource mix under evaluation (Figure 31).

Figure 31: Change in effective load carrying capability with technology diversity

Building on MISO’s RIIA findings and other similar research, more recent work further delineates how certain
resource types have synergistic pairings, while others have antagonistic pairing (Figure 32).18 In general, solar plus
storage leads to a greater ELCC; for instance, the 60 percent value RRA used for hybrids versus 50 percent value
for standalone solar. On the other hand, the pairing of storage and demand response may lead to a lower overall
ELCC compared to demand response alone. Future iterations of the RRA could further quantify ELCC of resource
type combinations, which in turn could impact the target planning reserve margin and resource expansion analysis
results.

18

E3, Capacity and Reliability planning in the Era of Decarbonization, Practical Application of Effective Load Carrying Capability in Resource
Adequacy, August 2020. Available at: https://www.ethree.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/E3-Practical-Application-of-ELCC.pdf
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Figure 32: Examples of synergistic and antagonistic pairings, in relation to ELCC.
Source: Energy+Environmental Economics19

An accurate view on the direction and potential range of ELCCs for different resource mixes is important because
these assumptions made by planners affect the system’s future reliability. If an overstated ELCC is used to inform
the capacity market needs over a long timeframe, reliability risks of unserved energy may emerge down the road
due to an unrealistic expectation of the contribution of these resources to the planning reserve margin.

19

Ibid.
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Technical Appendix
The RRA consists of several interdependent technical analyses. It is intended to be an iterative process with a
feedback loop to incorporate key results and modeling assumptions into the next year’s iteration. The Technical
Appendix provides a detailed discussion of the RRA’s primary components and analytical processes.

Base System Model
The starting point for each iteration of the RRA is a base system model. It is comprised of some — but importantly,
not all — of the resources utilities intend to utilize for all or some of the RRA’s 20-year study period. These
resources were identified by collecting and analyzing these types of publicly available information:
Public announcements, goals, and plans utilities make regarding their resources in the near and long-term.
This may also include utility goals to decarbonize its fleet by a given year or a utility announcement to
retire a specific resource. In addition to these goals, many MISO members have renewable portfolio
standards (RPS) that require them to generate a portion of their load from renewable resources.
Integrated Resource Plans (IRP). Some — though not all — of the region’s utilities20 are required to prepare
an IRP for their state regulatory agencies. An IRP may describe the type, location, and timetable of
new resources a utility intends to build going forward. IRPs may also identify existing resources a
utility intends to keep in service, and which resources it intends to retire.
MISO retained Applied Energy Group (AEG), an Islandia, New York-based consulting firm, to collect and analyze
utility announcements, goals, and IRPs. AEG found IRPs from 22 of the region’s 40 utilities. Not all of the IRPs use
the same forward-looking time horizon. Due to these and other factors, MISO projects the resources currently
identified in the 22 IRPs would provide only about 40 percent of the additional (incremental) energy the MISO
region will need by 2040.
In addition to collecting and reviewing IRPs, AEG also pulled information from regulatory filings, company
announcements, website postings, and other sources to summarize utilities’ plans to build new resources and retire
existing assets. AEG categorized utilities seeking to increase their levels of clean energy in two ways: (1) utilities
with goals to increase renewable energy and (2) utilities with goals to reduce carbon emissions. AEG expressed the
first goal as a percentage of a utility’s total load served by renewables by a given year and the second as a
percentage of carbon reduction by a given year compared to a baseline year.
AEG’s findings were collected in report, which was shared with stakeholders for the September 2021 RRA
Workshop.
The base system model also includes existing resources that utilities intend to keep in service for all or part of the
RRA’s 20-year study period, as well as planned but not-yet-built resources MISO considers to be “committed”
because they have signed interconnection agreements.
MISO sought to develop a system model that reflects relevant utility IRPs and announcements. To this end, MISO
incorporated additional updates to the system model beyond the information in the AEG report — related to error
correction, late-breaking announcements for unit retirements, and feedback from individual utilities.

20

In the energy industry, the term “utility” is sometimes narrowly defined to refer only to state-regulated, vertically integrated utilities.
However, for the purposes of the RRA, the term “utility” is used in a broader, generic sense, and may encompass other types of entities such
as electric cooperatives and public power providers, among others.
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Nevertheless, it is possible some utility goals and plans were announced too late to incorporate into the 2021 RRA.
To meet the target publication date for this report, MISO stopped incorporating utility information into the
Resource Adequacy and Flexibility Assessment models on August 6, 2021. Since then, utilities may have made
additional announcements about their future resource plans. MISO has worked with Stakeholders to address any
issues created by utility announcements that came too late for this iteration of the RRA. In particular, several major
changes were incorporated into the Resource Assessment models through October 20, 2021. Similarly, MISO will
also work with Stakeholders to correct any misinterpretations or errors in how utility information from IRPs or
announcements and goals were described and modeled in producing this report.
MISO intends to focus on further model refinements and error correction during the 2022 RRA. For example,
MISO found from targeted customer outreach that one-on-one interactions to align on data and assumptions is
vital for productive use of RRA outputs.

Resource Assessment Modeling
A second major step in the RRA process utilizes computer software called the Electric Generation Expansion
Analysis System (EGEAS) to evaluate additional resources utilities may build to serve their load and maintain the
reliability of the region’s electrical system.
EGEAS assesses the types and sizes of resources utilities might elect to build over and above those identified in
IRPs and public announcements in order to meet the desired criteria. EGEAS is optimized for specific utilities,
meaning it selects resources to enable them to achieve their publicly announced goals, such as reducing carbon
emissions or increasing renewables by certain levels and dates.
To fulfill the planning reserve margin and any modeled carbon or renewable goals, EGEAS selects between various
unit types, including gas units (both combined-cycle and combustion turbine), wind, solar, hybrid (solar plus
storage), and battery. After achieving the minimum level of resources needed to meet the projected energy
demand, EGEAS models allow the option to add additional wind, solar, hybrid, and battery units, if doing so would
reduce the overall capital and operating costs.
For LBA modeling, market purchases were set to $30/MWh. This cost made operating costs reasonable for smaller
“island-like” models relative to the MISO footprint and allowed these areas the option of purchasing power outside
of their respective areas.
EGEAS considers a full range of assumptions, constraints, and other factors when selecting resources to enable
specific utilities to achieve their stated policy objectives (Figure 33).
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Input Data Assumptions

Optimization Constraints

❑ Demand and energy forecast
❑ Fuel forecast
❑ Generation retirements
❑ CO2 constraint
❑ RPS requirements

❑ Planning reserve margin
❑ CO2 emission constraint (mass-based)
❑ Renewable energy (percent total energy)
❑ Resource availability

New Resource Data

Existing Resource Data
❑ Unit capacity
❑ Heat rate
❑ Outage rate
❑ Emissions rate
❑ Fuel and O&M cost

EGEAS

❑ Capital cost
❑ Construction cash flow
❑ Fixed charge data
❑ Fuel and O&M cost
❑ Years of availability

Optimized Resource Plan
❑ 20-year resource expansion forecast
❑ Amount, type, and timing of the new resources
❑ Total system Net Present Value (NPV) of cost
❑ Annual production costs for system

❑ Annual fixed charges for new units
❑ Annual tonnage for each emissions type
❑ Annual energy generated by fuel type
❑ Annual system capacity reserves and generation
system reliability

Figure 33: EGEAS analysis inputs and outputs

EGEAS modeling was performed for each of the MISO region’s 39 Load Balancing Authorities (LBAs). Projected,
utility-optimized results are published for the years 2030 and 2040, using a study period from 2021 through 2040.
The EGEAS projections are combined with publicly available utility resource plans in the base system model to
produce a comprehensive view of how the region’s resource mix could evolve on a year-by-year basis over the
course of 20 years. In this analysis, LBA regions were assumed to align with utility footprints, however, this
mapping is imprecise. The 2022 RRA scope will include discussion on how to improve utility representations in the
resource assessment.
EGEAS is also used to develop the resource forecast used in the Futures, the forward-looking planning scenarios
MISO and stakeholders use for the transmission-planning process. As some of the IRP information in the base
system model came out of the Futures process, the assumptions EGEAS uses in the Futures process differ in some
respects from the assumptions used for the RRA’s resource assessment modeling. These differences include study
years, costs, retirements, and renewable energy-production profiles.
EGEAS used key modeling assumptions in this RRA iteration to evaluate new resources utilities may build going
forward to meet their goals and objectives (Table 1).
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Consideration

Assumption

Load

Future 1 load shapes generated at the LRZ level, using non-coincidental peaks
for each, are allocated to the LBA level using the LBA-to-LRZ load ratio share to
develop 20-year load shapes.

Renewable energy
production

Historic wind and solar data from 2018 are used to generate hourly capacity
factors for each LBA.

Technology cost
assumptions

The 2020 NREL Annual Technology Baseline (ATB) are used with 2021 as the
base year.

Retirements

Retirements are not age-based, as is done in the Futures.
Announced retirements were added to the base model.

Reserve capacity
contribution

The reserve capacity contribution of solar PV is 50 percent for 2021-2025 and
declined linearly to 30 percent by 2040. Wind is held constant at 16.6 percent.
Hybrid is held constant at 60 percent. Battery is held constant 100 percent.

Carbon trajectories

A bottom-up aggregation of EPA unit data using the 2005 carbon baseline
calculation is used. The trajectories decline linearly to announced milestones.

Distributed
resources

Distributed energy resources and demand side management programs are
disaggregated by LBA within each LRZ.

Planning Reserve
Margin

Each LBA PRM is calculated by applying a diversity scaling factor to the MISO
2021-2022 planning year ICAP PRM (18.3 percent).21 However, the actual LBA
models were in some cases very far off from the values calculated via the
diversity scaling factor (-10 percent to over 100 percent). The Technical
Appendix contains the details on how these PRM values were modified in cases
with large discrepancies.
Table 1: Key assumptions for the Resource Assessment

RRA siting of projected new resources closely followed the Futures siting process, both for EGEAS expansion units
and IRP units. Sites considered available in the Futures process were used to site RRA resources for each LBA.
Capacity at any given site was limited to 1200 MW, unless IRP units in member plans exceeded this threshold.
Renewable resources were sited using potential site information acquired from Vibrant Clean Energy. If available
sites were expended for a given LBA, the resources were sited at buses with the highest available capacity.
Thermal resources first exhausted sites from the Generator Interconnection process before selecting brownfield
sites. When additional sites were needed, the highest available outlet capacity buses were selected, similar to the
last-resort method used for renewables. This available-capacity siting approach was the only method used for
siting energy storage. The Resource Assessment models were updated incorporating information through October
20, 2021.
RRA uses the EGEAS results to produce two types of forward-looking analyses. The first is a Resource Adequacy
Analysis to assess system reliability on a year-by-year basis through 2040. The second is a Flexibility Assessment
to model whether enough resources with fast-ramping capabilities will be built in sufficient quantities and in the
right locations to respond to changes in system load in a very rapid and dependable fashion — whether they are
needed almost instantaneously, in 15 minutes, or in two hours. Such fast-ramping resources are expected to be
crucial for system reliability going forward, as the region becomes increasingly reliant on variable renewable-

21

MISO Loss of Load Expectation Working Group, Planning Year 2021-2022 Loss of Load Expectation Study Report, January 8, 2020; Available
at: https://cdn.misoenergy.org/PY%202021%2022%20LOLE%20Study%20Report489442.pdf
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energy sources such as solar, which drops off in the late afternoon or evening hours when load picks up rapidly.
Results of the Flexibility Assessment will also be published at the regional level. Due to lags between the
processes, the models for the Resource Adequacy Analysis and Flexibility Assessment only incorporate changes
through August 6, 2021.
Units, names, capacities, heat rates, etc. came from the PowerBase database, which is also used as the base for
Futures work. The announced retirements and additions from the AEG report were added to the PowerBase data
to create a system model. The system model was further updated to fix errors, capture additional retirement
announcements, and incorporate stakeholder feedback. MISO intends to work with stakeholders to further
improve the specific modeling of each utility for the 2022 study. Table 2 outlines the detailed assumptions for all
relevant parameters used in the Resource Assessment models.
Area

Assumption

Scope

•

LBA-level (39 separate resource assessment simulations)

Study Period

•

2021-2040

•

Load growth assumptions match Future 1 (not member IRP
assumptions), assume 20-year load shapes
Used load files that are non-coincident peak for each LBA and LRZ
The Future 1 load forecast, which is slightly below the 2019 Merged
Load Forecast, was derived from forecasts supplied by MISO loadserving entities (LSEs) and the independent load forecast from the
State Utility Forecasting Group.

Load Forecast

•
•

•

•
Member Plans and
Goals

•
•

•
•
Renewable Energy
Requirements

•
•

•
•
Carbon Trajectories
•

Includes publicly available member plans (through October 2021) for
generation additions and retirements, some of which may come from
news articles
Press releases related to plant retirements and company goals are
treated with equal weight to information in IRPs, as not all companies
are required to submit IRPs on an annual basis
Assumes all renewable and emissions goals will be met
If IRPs include new resources in the next four years (i.e., by 2024),
map those units to generation interconnection queue applications for
capacity of matching type and approximate location. If no matching
resource is found in queue, do not include capacity.
Wind, solar PV, solar hybrid, and distributed solar programs count
toward renewable targets
Existing, committed, and generic units all contribute to renewable
energy calculations
Goals are implemented as a percentage of annual energy production
(not a percentage of capacity) (Figure 34)
All renewable energy production contributes to the percentage of
renewable energy, regardless of whether that energy must be
“dumped” because it exceeds the load for a particular hour
The renewable energy goals implemented for each LBA are shown in
Figure 35.
2005 carbon baseline calculation, unless otherwise specified by the
company: bottom-up aggregation of EPA unit data
The constraint is modeled as millions of tons of CO2
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•

•

•
•
Retirement
Assumptions

•
•
•

Resource Capacity in
Model

Wind and Solar
Profiles

Used retirement years from PowerBase, no additional age-based
retirement assumptions
Some units used updated years based on feedback from the Futures
Retirement ages updated based on AEG research into IRPs and public
announcements of closures
All retirements assumed to occur on Dec. 31 of the year of
announced retirement

•

Apply derates during summer months for new thermal units and
committed IRP units (via EGEAS segment multipliers)

•

Used profiles based on actual wind and solar performance in LBAs
that had such resources in 2018. The 2018 wind or solar performance
was applied to all existing and new additions for respective LBAs
For LBAs that had no wind or solar resources in 2018, used regional
profile (South, Central, North)

•
•

Reserve Capacity
Contribution

First year limits held for first couple years, then linear trajectory to
company-announced milestone, e.g., assume the company-stated goal
is 50 percent reduction by 2040, hold calculated 2021 emissions until
2023, then from 2023 to 2040, use a linear reduction to hit emissions
corresponding to a 50 percent reduction from the 2005 baseline
A subset of LBAs had 2021 emissions that far exceeded what was
calculated from the EPA dataset — in order to solve the constrained
cases, the constraint was increased to the calculated 2021 value, but
the rate of decline was held constant (essentially shifting the whole
curve up)
The modeled CO2 trajectories are shown in the Figure 34.

•

Declining solar reserve capacity trajectory to all existing units, in
addition to new units (50 percent for 2021-2025, decline to 30
percent by 2040)
Other resources constant over study timeline (wind at 16.6 percent,
hybrid at 60 percent, battery at 100 percent)

•
•

Disaggregated programs by LBA within each LRZ for LBA-runs
Allow EGEAS to select based on cost; some programs forced in, based
on initial comparison between “do-nothing” cost and DSM program
cost. If DSM addition costed less or equal to “do-nothing”, then DSM
program was forced in.

Generating Units
and Base Model Unit
Additions

•

Include Manitoba Hydro PPAs, which were assumed to continue
through the study period
Include interruptible loads (Direct Control Load Management [DCLM]
units), extracted from PROMOD Futures model

Capital Costs

•

DER and DSM
Programs

•

2020 NREL Annual Technology Baseline (ATB) with a 2021 base year
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•

Used the same process as the Futures which used NREL’s ATB data.
RRA adjusted these values for 2020 dollars and took 2021 values for
the base year.

•

Wind, solar, hybrid, and battery allowed to be added if it would
reduce overall cost
Up to four of each type over the entire study period
This was selected in order to encourage the selection of batteries to
reduce dump energy values (renewable output in excess of load based
on the load duration curve)

Fuel Costs

Superfluous Units

•
•

•
Unserved Energy
•
•

Planning Reserve
Margin

On LBA-specific runs, assume cost of unserved energy is $30/MWh.
This is intended to reflect an annual average cost of energy in the
MISO market
Note: On MISO-region runs in the Futures, the cost of unserved
energy is assumed to be $2,000/MWh
On the LBA-specific runs, assume PRM values based on unforced
reserve margins, due to large mismatches between PRMs from the
Planning Resource Auction and the reserve margins calculated. This
mismatch suggests possible errors in mapping generation between
LBAs or purchase contracts that were not available publicly.
• If the LBA case fell short of the assumed PRM from the Planning
Reserve Auction, the third year “unforced” reserve margin was
selected and enforced for all 20 years of study. Contract
purchases were added to make up any shortcoming in the first
four years of the study
• If the LBA case had a negative unforced PRM, contracts were
added for (up to) the first four study years to ensure a minimum
1 percent reserve margin for those years, then a 1 percent PRM
was enforced for all study years
• If the LBA case exceeded the PRM values from the Planning
Resource Auction, the third-year unforced reserve margin value
was enforced for all 20 study years. If there was a large increase
in unforced reserve margin in year three, then the first-year
value was used.

Table 2: Relevant parameters used in the Resource Assessment models
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Figure 34: Modeled CO2 emissions constraint trajectories by LBA, as of October 20, 2021
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Figure 35. Modeled renewable energy trajectories by LBA, as of October 20, 0221

Resource Adequacy Analysis
Resource adequacy analysis, as required by the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) Standard BAL502-RFC-0222, aims to ensure that there is sufficient installed generation capacity to meet electric load, measured
against a prescribed target. The objective of the resource adequacy analysis in the RRA is to understand how the
risk of unserved energy changes with the evolving resource mix over the next 20 years. The resource adequacy
analysis in the RRA aims to review any changes to the Planning Reserve Margin Requirement (PRMR) and capacity
contribution of the wind as well as solar, hybrids and Battery and Energy Storage System (BESS).
As the resource mix rapidly changes towards an increasing amount of renewable and BESS resources, it becomes
increasingly clear that these resources play an important role in serving load and maintaining system reliability. The
stochastic and energy-limited nature of these resources may however result in changes to the reliability risk profile

22

NERC, BAL-502-RFC-02, Planning Resource Adequacy Analysis, Assessment and Documentation. Available at:
https://www.nerc.com/files/BAL-502-RFC-02.pdf
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and a shift in the probability of loss of load to periods outside of the traditional risk periods. RRA primarily focuses
on understanding these changes in risk profile and how these changes may impact the resource expansion process.
In 2021, the resource adequacy analysis aims to estimate the impacts of changing mix on resource adequacy risk
distribution and capacity contribution of the renewable and BESS resources using the Effective Load Carrying
Capability (ELCC) metric. The process used for estimating the ELCC, a review of the study inputs and assumptions
are discussed in Sections titled ELCC Estimation Methodology and Study Inputs and Assumptions.

Seasonal Construct
The RRA uses a seasonal Resource Adequacy construct 23 to estimate the ELCC using MISO’s currently established
metric of a LOLE of 1 day in 10 years. The RRA analysis uses PLEXOS as its software tool, whereas standard
business uses SERVM software for the Resource Adequacy modeling. This program is used by many energy
markets and system planning engineers throughout the industry. LOLE was estimated using the sequential Monte
Carlo simulations with forced outages as samples until a reasonable standard error is reached. To capture the
interannual variability of weather-related patterns, synchronized load, wind, and solar hourly datasets were used
for the study. In summary, the analysis considers the variability of load, wind and solar output along with forced
outages of generation units. The modeling inputs vary slightly from the standard business practice to incorporate
nuances of the RRA.
ELCC was determined for each of the four seasons by performing an LOLE analysis with seasonal input
assumptions. The seasonal requirements were determined via a two-step LOLE analysis. For the first step, the
model solved to an annual LOLE value of 0.1 day/year to determine the natural LOLE distribution. If a season has
an LOLE of less than 0.01 from step 1, then an additional step was performed to solve that season to an LOLE of
0.01.
The seasonal LOLE targets were met by adjusting the capacity within the model up or down as needed. If the LOLE
is less than the target for a season, then a perfect unit with a negative capacity value and zero forced outage rate
was added to the model. If the LOLE is greater than the target for a season, then proxy combustion turbine
generators with a typical size of160 MW and class average equivalent forced outage rate (EFORd) will be added to
the model until the seasonal LOLE target is achieved.

ELCC Estimation Methodology
MISO’s existing capacity-credit methodology for wind — effective load carrying capacity (ELCC) — is applied to all
energy-limited resources for the purposes of the RRA.24 These resources include wind, solar, solar plus storage
hybrids, and BESS. The process of estimating the ELCC metric used in the RRA differs from the existing process
used for wind generation. The new process aligns with the PRM estimation methodology with minor differences
where needed. Of note is one difference where the renewable generation is not limited to the historical generation
output but is gathered based on the NREL’s Wind Integration National Dataset (WIND) and Solar Integration
National Dataset (SIND) toolkits for the years 2007-2012 as well as the data was supplied by Vibrant Clean Energy
(VCE) for the years 2014-2018.
Figure 36 shows the process used to estimate the ELCC. The adjustments were performed so that the average
LOLE across all the weather years reaches 0.1 days/year. The process was repeated for wind, solar, hybrid and

23

Resource Adequacy Reforms Conceptual Design, August 16, 2021, MISO Resource Adequacy Subcommittee (RASC). Available at:
https://cdn.misoenergy.org/20210901%20RASC%20Item%2003%20Seasonal%20RA%20Conceptual%20Design585538.pdf

24

MISO, Planning Year 2021-2022, Wind and Solar Capacity Credit, December 2020, DRAFT. Available at:
https://cdn.misoenergy.org/DRAFT%202021%20Wind%20&%20Solar%20Capacity%20Credit%20Report503411.pdf
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BESS resources. The analysis reviews the ELCC of a particular generation resource while other resources are
included in the system so that the risk hours for the ELCC estimation is reflective of the aggregate performance of
all the resources rather than individually.
System “With” and “Without” New Resource
Base System

Load
Increased

LOLE = 0.08 days/year
(or 0.8 days in 10 years)

Base System

ELCC adjusted system at the same LOLE

100 MW

New
Resource

LOLE = 0.15 days/year
(or 1½ days in 10 years)

Load
Decreased

-200 MW

Base System

LOLE = 0.1 days/year
(or 1 day in 10 years)

Base System

New
Resource

LOLE = 0.1 days/year
(or 1 day in 10 years)

Figure 36: Illustration of the ELCC estimation methodology

Study Inputs and Assumptions
The RRA uses study inputs, outputs and assumptions for the resource adequacy analysis (Figure 37). Resource
adequacy analysis was performed for the year 2040 — and the study input were aligned with the inputs from the
Resource Expansion analysis.

Figure 37: RRA Resource Adequacy analysis inputs and outputs
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The Technical Appendix details the high-level assumptions used in the resource adequacy analysis for RRA (Table
3). The assumptions on the hourly load, renewable generation, generation outages and hybrid and BESS design are
discussed in more detail to provide further insight.
Consideration

Assumption

Load

2007-2012; 2014-2018 weather data by LRZ used to create annual load profiles
using the standard business practice associated with Resource Adequacy. Load
forecast and electrification is included based on MISO Future 1.

Renewable energy
production

Wind and solar profiles created using the NREL dataset for 2007-2012 and VCE
dataset for 2014-2018.

Generator forced outages

NERC’s Generating Availability Data System (GADS): existing units use planned
and current seasonally adjusted forced outage rates; future thermal and
renewable units use class-average outage rates.

Retirements

Only announced retirements are included (retirements are not age-based).

Planned Maintenance

Planned maintenance schedules created for each weather year by optimizing the
operating margin across all hours of the year, assuming perfect foresight.

Energy storage operation

Battery storage with 4-hour duration. Max charge and discharge capability is
restricted to the maximum capacity. Assumes perfect one-day foresight.

Hybrid plant design and
operation

DC-coupled PV and battery energy storage. Battery charge allowed from the grid
or from the coupled solar. Interconnection output restricted to the name plate
values for Hybrid resources. PV is 87.5 percent and battery 37.5 percent of
interconnection rated capacity.

Pool interchange

No non-firm imports or exports allowed in model. Firm import and export is
captured.
Table 3: Key Assumptions for the Resource Adequacy Analysis

Load: The RRA used the MISO’s standard business practice for developing LRZ-level hourly load shapes while
meeting monthly peak energy forecasts for 2030 and 2040. The analysis used a load training process with neural
net software to create a neural net relationship between historical weather and load data. This relationship was
then applied to 30 years of hourly historical weather data of which 11 different load shapes for each LRZ
representing the years 2007-2012 and 2014-2018 were taken in order to capture both load diversity and seasonal
variations. The average monthly loads of the predicted load shapes were adjusted to match each LRZ’s peak
forecast from the MISO Future 1. Finally, electrification from MISO Future 1, assumed independent of weather
pattern, was added to each of the 11 different weather shapes.

The Additional Flexibility Assumptions Derived from Resource Adequacy Assumptions
Load Profiles section of the Technical Appendix provides details of LRZ-level monthly peak energy assumptions,
electrification from Future 1, and samples of final hourly load shapes.
Wind and solar energy production: Hourly wind energy production profiles were gathered from NREL’s Wind
Integration National Dataset (WIND) Toolkit for the years 2007-2012. Solar data was sourced from NREL’s Solar
Integration National Dataset (SIND) Toolkit for the same years.
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Additional data was supplied by Vibrant Clean Energy (VCE) for the years 2014-2018. Each wind and solar
resource were assigned specific energy-production profiles based on their location, one profile for each of the 11
years (2007-2012, 2014-2018) studied in the Resource Adequacy focus area. Data with hourly granularity are
used for all resource adequacy renewable production data. For PV solar units, a DC-to-AC ratio was obtained from
the EIA data or wherever no publicly available information was available, it was assumed to be 1.3.
The Wind and Solar Profiles section of the Technical Appendix provides samples of final wind and solar energy
production shapes aggregated at regional level (Central-North and South).
Generator outage: The RRA used a two-stage process to construct the forced outage rates and planned
maintenance factors in the Resource Adequacy model. The first stage is establishing single value annual forced
outage rates and planned maintenance factors for each unit. The RRA used MISO’s standard business practice for
developing these annual outage assumptions and directly sourced these parameters from the Planning Year 20212022 LOLE Study Report.25 In the second stage, the RRA used MISO’s Control Room Operations Window Outage
Scheduler (CROW) data to establish monthly adjustment of forced outage rates by fuel type, reflecting the natural
effect of increasing forced outages correlated with weather and temperature. The methodology of establishing
monthly forced outage adjustment referred to MISO Technical Paper on Conditional Forced Outage. 26
Planned maintenance was scheduled with a maintenance rate obtained from the method above along with the
mean time for repair for each individual plant assumed to be 7 days. Further, the planned maintenance was created
individually for each of the 11 different weather shapes. Forced outages were used as a stochastic variable within
the simulation and samples were drawn to ensure the standard errors from the study result was below a predetermined value.
The Generator Outage section in the Technical Appendix provides details of the monthly forced-outage
adjustment assumption by fuel type, as well as sample of the optimized planned-maintenance schedule.
BESS and hybrid plant design and operation: For the resource adequacy analysis, BESS resources were assumed
with a four-hour discharge capability at their rated output and cycle efficiency of 86 percent. These parameters
applied to the stand-alone as well as hybrid BESS resources. Further, the charge and discharge capability were
restricted to the maximum capacity of the plant for a stand-alone BESS resource.
For the hybrid plants, PV solar and the BESS resources were assumed to be DC-coupled and were 87.5 percent
and 37.5 percent of interconnection rated capacity respectively. BESS resource was allowed to charge from the
grid or from the coupled PV solar resource. The total point of interconnection (POI) output for the hybrid resource
was restricted to the to the name plate values for the hybrid resources.

Load Profiles
The RRA used MISO’s standard business practice for developing LRZ-level hourly load shapes by fitting weather
year 2007 to 2012, and 2014 to 2018, while meeting monthly peak energy forecast for year 2030 and 2040,
respectively (Table 4).

25

MISO. Planning Year 2021-2022 Loss of Load Expectation Study Report. Available at:
https://cdn.misoenergy.org/PY%202021%2022%20LOLE%20Study%20Report489442.pdf

26

MISO. Technical Paper Conditional Forced Outage - Method and Results. Available at:
https://cdn.misoenergy.org/20200630%20RAN%20Workshop%20MISO%20Technical%20Paper%20Conditional%20Forced%20Outage455
550.pdf
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Year

LRZ 1

LRZ 2

LRZ 3

LRZ 4

LRZ 5

LRZ 6

LRZ 7

LRZ 8

LRZ 9

LRZ 10

System

2030

Mont
h
1

15,495

10,175

8,175

8,188

6,832

16,915

15,689

7,148

19,543

4,233

109,519

2030

2

15,074

9,999

7,911

7,888

6,440

16,605

15,579

6,311

17,756

3,550

104,452

2030

3

14,113

9,585

7,360

7,167

5,787

15,340

14,661

5,899

17,373

3,489

97,868

2030

4

12,942

8,557

6,825

5,920

6,246

13,452

13,624

5,294

16,961

3,162

88,469

2030

5

15,253

9,836

7,795

7,771

7,694

15,767

17,042

6,207

19,456

3,864

106,847

2030

6

17,544

11,886

9,206

9,519

7,845

18,412

20,294

7,501

20,610

4,453

124,645

2030

7

18,924

12,718

9,830

9,956

8,528

19,183

22,212

8,222

21,608

4,509

127,400

2030

8

19,117

12,431

9,533

9,634

8,348

18,785

20,952

7,873

21,780

4,661

126,662

2030

9

16,940

11,762

8,880

9,427

7,829

17,944

19,482

7,442

20,007

4,196

119,522

2030

10

13,140

9,286

7,434

7,056

6,344

13,624

14,246

5,781

18,492

3,598

97,356

2030

11

14,242

9,588

7,504

6,997

5,847

14,321

14,794

5,822

17,639

3,378

96,875

2030

12

15,552

10,270

7,951

7,674

6,396

15,653

15,956

6,547

18,670

3,711

107,876

2040

1

16,227

11,232

8,891

8,596

7,152

17,682

15,781

7,411

20,482

4,311

114,886

2040

2

15,616

11,004

8,582

8,284

6,847

17,330

15,559

6,549

18,609

3,646

107,727

2040

3

14,755

10,592

8,036

7,528

6,045

16,298

14,789

6,113

18,188

3,554

102,799

2040

4

13,539

9,473

7,487

6,219

6,580

14,438

13,860

5,479

17,764

3,220

93,491

2040

5

16,382

10,866

8,433

8,141

8,114

16,964

17,273

6,436

20,505

3,947

113,765

2040

6

18,601

13,091

9,874

9,997

8,283

19,751

20,560

7,785

21,578

4,550

131,387

2040

7

20,038

13,992

10,516

10,458

8,927

20,413

22,447

8,526

22,602

4,603

133,764

2040

8

20,514

13,675

10,216

10,120

8,451

20,158

21,155

8,163

22,819

4,760

132,927

2040

9

18,021

12,955

9,557

9,902

8,193

19,248

19,710

7,735

20,940

4,294

125,755

2040

10

13,828

10,257

8,113

7,410

6,658

14,575

14,523

5,988

19,444

3,670

102,630

2040

11

14,931

10,589

8,194

7,348

6,115

15,240

14,940

6,041

18,465

3,449

101,990

2040

12

16,095

11,245

8,541

8,068

6,746

16,552

16,076

6,788

19,403

3,776

109,328

Table 4: Monthly peak energy forecast assumption

In terms of electrification assumption from Future 1, Table 5 provides summary statistics of hourly MW of
electrification load for Central/North and South respectively.

Region

Year

Min

Mean

Max

Central/North

2030

38

437

1,209

Standard
Deviation
243

Central/North

2040

101

1,623

4,024

897

South

2030

3

40

110

22

South
2040
9
147
365
81
Table 5: Summary statistics of electrification assumption (MW)
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Figure 38 and Figure 39 show samples of final load profiles to illustrate the diversity of load shapes across
different weather year.

Figure 38: Sample load profile for Year 2040 — Central/North

Figure 39: Sample load profile for Year 2040 — South
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Wind and Solar Profiles
Figure 40 and Figure 41 show samples of final wind and solar profiles to illustrate the diversity of renewable
production shapes across different weather year.

Figure 40: Sample wind profile for Year 2040 — Central/North

Figure 41: Sample solar profile for Year 2040 — Central/North
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Figure 42: Sample solar profile for Year 2040 — South

Generator Outage
Figure 43 illustrates the range of unit level monthly forced outage rates adjustment by fuel type, and this
adjustment is added on top of the annual forced outage rate sourced from MISO PY21-22 LOLE Study. The most
notable adjustments are the increased outage rate for Gas and Wind in January.

Figure 43: Monthly forced outage rate adjustment by fuel type
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Figure 44 presents the simulated planned maintenance schedule for two sample weather year. Because the
planned maintenance optimization is based on the combination of load, wind, and solar profiles, hence the
simulated planned maintenance differs across different weather year for future resource portfolio.

Figure 44: Sample of simulated system-wide planned maintenance schedule for Year 2040
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Flexibility Assessment
Methodology for Flexibility Needs
Another major analysis in the RRA models whether the region will have enough fast-ramping resources going
forward to compensate for the variability associated with the region’s increasing reliance on weather-dependent
renewables.
The RRA’s projected 2040 resource mix supports MISO’s earlier conclusions showing a trend towards growing
system uncertainty and variability.27 Historically, outages, load and NSI were the largest contributors of uncertainty
and variability in managing operating margin.
In recent years, the evolution of the region’s resource portfolio has increased the complexity of managing
operating margins. Factors contributing to the increased operating complexity by driving greater variability or
uncertainty include:
•

More volatile demand forecasts due to changing weather and load-response patterns

•

More volatile generator outages especially related to aging thermal units and extreme weather events

•

Greater uncertainty for available energy at low margin hours as the fleet becomes weather dependent

•

Increased frequency and magnitude of system ramps, largely driven by growing solar PV resources

These sources of increased variability and uncertainty drive the need for greater future system flexibility. While
there is growing qualitative understanding of evolving system flexibility needs, much work remains to better grasp
the multitude of specific needs over different timescales (e.g., 15 min vs 30 min) across future potential resource
mixes so that planning processes, markets, and operations can adapt. The RRA’s flexibility needs assessment is
intended to advance MISO and stakeholder understanding of the potential needs and how one resource mix stacks
up against those needs (Figure 45).
The RRA flexibility needs assessment seeks to address several broad research questions on flexibility:
•

Needs: What sort of flexibility is needed to manage the RRA portfolio for year 2030 and 2040?

•

Adequacy: Will the RRA resource mix be capable of providing adequate flexibility?

•

Efficiency: Can today’s approaches efficiently procure sufficient flexibility to meet future real time
needs?
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Figure 45: Flexibility Assessment key inputs and outputs

Creation of Hybrid Profiles in Flexibility Needs Assessment
The RRA flexibility needs assessment creates hypothetical LBA-level hourly hybrid profiles through the following
steps:
•

Create MW limit for solar and battery portion of a hybrid unit

•

Assuming a Hybrid unit with a max interconnection limitation of 100MW, MISO modeled a solar unit
with a max capacity of 100*1.25*0.7=87.5MW; and a battery max capacity of 100*1.25*0.3=37.5MW

•

For the Battery unit, MISO assumed cycle efficiency of 86 percent; max charge/discharge=37.5MW

•

The max state of charge for the battery is 4*max cap/0.86 = (4*37.5)/0.86=174.42MWh

•

Use Wind/Solar Tool Kit to create unit-specific profiles of the solar portion for each of the 5 weather
years (2014-2018)

•

Assuming hybrid unit will seek profit maximization by charging its battery (from solar) during high solar
production hours (potentially low-price hours), and dis-charging battery energy into grid at high netload hours pre-hybrid discharging (potentially high-price hours) in the evening
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•

For each LBA, MISO identifies the top four hours with highest solar production from hybrid units

•

In these four hours, MISO charges the modeled battery to its max capacity when applicable based on
solar production

•

Across the evening hours (after Hour-ending 17), MISO identifies the two hours with lowest solar
production

•

Discharging the battery energy across the two hours identified in step 3-3) and its subsequent two
hours; these four evening hours in general are with high net-load (pre-hybrid discharging) or rapid
netload ramping.

•

Create final hybrid output profiles by adjusting solar profile with battery charging/discharging for each
of the five weather years (2014-2018)

Figure 46 and Figure 47 illustrate the average diurnal pattern of hybrid profiles in each season for Year 2040, with
fitting weather-year 2014 as an example.

Figure 46: Diurnal profile of hybrid for Year 2040 — Central/North (fitting weather year 2014)
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Figure 47: Diurnal profile of hybrid for Year 2040 — South (fitting weather year 2014)

Methodology for Flexibility Adequacy
Well-accepted industry metrics were adapted to quantify flexibility needs and characteristics of the RRA’s
indicative resource mix. Three variations of loss-of-load metrics capture expected probability, count, and duration
of events where load flexibility needs are not met by modeled resources. In addition, a metric measuring the
magnitude of unserved energy describes another dimension of reliability event. Taken together, these metrics
provide broad insight into potential reliability implications stemming from flexibility needs and system capabilities.
These new metrics are proposed:
•

Loss-of-Load Expectation due to flexibility deficit (LOLE-FD): a count of the number of events that are
caused by unmet flexibility system needs.

•

Loss-of-Load Hours due to flexibility deficit (LOLH-FD): the number of hours that a loss of load occurs
due to unmet flexibility system needs.

•

Loss-of-Load Probability due to flexibility deficit (LOLP-FD): the likelihood of loss of load over a given
time period due to unmet flexibility system needs.

•

Expected unserved energy due to flexibility deficit (EUE-FD): the amount of unserved energy (MWh)
expected for a given timeframe.

Each of these metrics is defined for hourly and sub-hourly time intervals. For example, the metric indicating LOLE
sue to flexibility over a one-hour time interval is called out as 1h-LOLE-FD. Similarly, a 15-minute metric of the
LOLE is termed 15min-LOLE-FD.

Flexibility Assumptions
Assumptions for Flexibility Efficiency Day-ahead market simulations were performed on future portfolio years
2030 and 2040 based on different weather years from 2014 to 2018. A set of high-priority days were identified as
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days with flexibility deficit by Data Analytics team for market simulation. The following assumptions were made for
the market simulation of 2030 and 2040 portfolios:
•

MISO Energy and Ancillary Service Market design rules and requirements are assumed as today, but
with refined Ramp Capability and new Short-Term Reserve (STR) which is scheduled for production
soon.

•

Market simulations only considered RDT constraint between MISO North and MISO South regions.
Unlimited transfer capability was allowed within MISO Classic region and within MISO South region;
specifically, no security constraints were considered within regions.

•

The impact of hybrid resources was modeled via preprocessing as deductions from the netload by LBA.
Hourly hybrid profiles were generated by Data Analytics team and included as fixed MWs in market
simulation.

•

The impact of Planned and Forced Outages via maximum limit derates were guided by PLEXOS RA
studies. Both Planned and Forced Outages were considered in the simulated days

•

The impact of units not following dispatch was ignored under the assumption that the magnitude is
small as compared to the impact of outages/derates

•

To exclude retired units and include expansion units in 2030 and2040, the offer parameters of the
former were appropriately modified to account for the latter according to the resource characteristics.
The expansion and retirement lists were provided by EGEAS team.

•

The thermal units’ offers for 2030 and 2040 were assumed to be the same as today

•

Wind and solar units’ offer prices were set to zero. Wind and solar units were modeled as nondispatchable units and their hourly generation MW profile were based on data supplied by the Data
Analytics team.

•

All must-run units were considered economically committable. The initial status of thermal units was
appropriately adjusted to allow commitment at any interval within the DA market horizon, including the
first interval.

No virtual offers or bids were considered in the market simulations. Loads were modeled as fixed demand bids
with the MW profiles provided by the data provided by Data Analytics team. BESS units were included as pricetakers with zero charging or discharging costs

Additional Flexibility Assumptions Derived from Resource Adequacy Assumptions
Load Profiles
The RRA flexibility needs assessment uses the same LRZ-level hourly load profiles as in the Resource Adequacy,
with additional post-processing as follows:
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1) LRZ-level hourly load profiles are converted to LBA level profiles for market simulation, by using a
historical LBA-LRZ load ratio adjustment.
2) LRZ-level hourly load profiles are linearly extrapolated to create 5-minute load profiles.

Wind and Solar Profiles
Similar to the process of creating wind/solar profiles via MISO’s Wind/Solar Tool Kit for Resource Adequacy, the
RRA flexibility needs assessment utilizes the same generating units to develop the following data for each of the
five weather years (2014-2018):
Unit-specific profiles at 5-minute granularity
2 Hour-Ahead and 6 Hour-Ahead unit-specific “forecast” profiles at hourly granularity

Hybrid Profiles
Given the sheer size of hybrid (solar and battery) capacity from the EGEAS expansion results, the RRA flexibility
needs assessment creates hypothetical LBA-level hourly hybrid profiles through the following steps:
1. Set MW limit for solar and battery portion of a hybrid unit
2. Use Wind/Solar Tool Kit to create unit-specific profiles of the solar portion for each of the five
weather years (2014-2018)
3. Assuming hybrid unit will seek profit maximization by charging its battery (from solar) during high solar
production hours and dis-charging battery energy into grid at high net-load hours in the evening
4. Develop final hybrid output profiles by adjusting solar profile with battery charging/discharging for
each of the five weather years (2014-2018)

Net-load and its Average Diurnal Pattern
Once the hourly load, wind/solar, and hybrid profiles are created, the net load profile is calculated to be the
difference between gross load and the sum of wind, solar, and hybrid generation (i.e., net load = gross load – wind
– solar – hybrid). The net load quantity is later used for analyzing the flexibility needs in terms of netload ramping.
Figure 48 illustrates the average diurnal pattern of these profiles in each season for Year 2040, with fitting
weather-year 2018 as example.
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Figure 48: Diurnal pattern for Year 2040 (fitting weather year 2018)

Planned Outages
The RRA flexibility needs assessment utilizes the same optimized planned maintenance schedule from Resource
Adequacy (for five weather year 2014 to 2018) and feed into HIPPO/EGRET simulation.
Potential flexibility needs could potentially occur during periods when high netload variability and forecast
uncertainty occur at the same time for an operating hour. The assessment first defines variability as either “preHYB” or “post-hybrid” netload ramp, in which the “pre-HYB” netload is the load minus wind/solar, and the “postHYB” netload further subtracts the fixed hybrid profile developed in previous section. The assessment also defines
uncertainty as the difference between real-time netload and forecasted netload of six hours ahead. Similar, there is
a “pre-HYB” or “post-hybrid” six-hour-ahead netload calculated.
For each season/subregional/future year, MISO screens each pair of netload variability and uncertainty of an
operating hour, and identify the potential stress point of high netload variability plus high forecast uncertainty
through these steps:
1. Find top 99 percentile of hours with highest net-load ramps (in terms of MW)
2. Among the hours identified in step 1), find hour with highest netload forecast uncertainty (in terms
of MW)
In subsequent process, MISO selects sample stress days of potential flexibility deficit by using the “post-hybrid”
space and simulate the unit commitment and dispatch of these sample days in HIPPO/EGRET to examine if the
simulation would reveal actual flexibility deficit. The planned outage schedule from Resource Adequacy is included
in HIPPO/EGRET simulation.
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